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The name of the game if we
want to become not ‘perfect’,
but whole, is for the ego self
to settle down to being held in
the deep Self. Psychologically
this is the work of the second
half of life. Some people
start working on it as early
as their teens and others
might reach their seventies
but still be no more than
uncentred teenagers. What
makes it tough is that this
journey requires coming to
terms with the shadow self.
Psychospiritual development
always requires facing the
darkness. Anybody telling you
that spiritual development
is all positive vibes and
sweetness and light hasn’t yet
faced their own shadow, and
a shadow unacknowledged is
a shadow that gets projected
out onto the world: a shadow
that hits out in what I call
‘shadowstrike’. That’s why psychologically naïve groups are always infighting. A shadow that
is faced, on the other hand, becomes the lode from which gold is gleaned. It becomes the
coal face of both inner and outer growth. Humbled in our own humanity and tenderised
towards others, the fullness of who we are can be gradually realised.
Hell and High Water: Climate Change, Hope and the Human Condition, Alastair McIntosh

Recent government report for Ringwood
Outstanding Care for Special Needs Children

W

e wanted to pass on this wonderful news which
came to us as an early Christmas present. Needless
to say everyone here is over the moon. Founded in 1951,
The Sheiling School is for children who have moderate to
severe learning difficulties including Down’s Syndrome,
autism, Fragile X, Williams Syndrome and others. The
school caters for up to fifty children and students aged
6–19 years.
Paula Kirk, Principal of The Sheiling School Ringwood
and Corine van Barneveld, Head of Care, are thrilled to
announce that Ofsted have awarded the school ‘Outstanding Education, Care and Skills 2007/2008’ status.
Paula said that all the school’s staff have worked incredibly
hard to achieve this accolade and were extremely proud
that Ofsted recognised this and felt able to identify the
school as an Outstanding Residential Special School.
All good wishes, Sue Smith, PR and Fundraising
Manager, The Sheiling School, Ringwood, England

Corrections
Birthday list for March and April 2009
Becoming 90
Phyllis Jacobson, Solborg............................March 24
Becoming 80
Dorette Schwabe, The Sheiling.....................April 21
Becoming 70
Michael Morrow, Botton...............................March 4
Shirley Wilson, West Coast Village..............March 14
Micky Nef, Botton......................................March 19
Barbara Rodger, Beaver Run.......................March 28
Any additions for the birthday list,
please contact Sandra Stoddard at: sandrastoddard@gmail.com
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A few mistakes crept into the last issue, despite our best
efforts. Humanus-Haus was founded in 1973; Hans
Spalinger died in 2000. And of course Humanus-Haus
is located in Switzerland, not in Germany.
You may have also noticed that for a great proportion
of the last issue, the letters ‘fl’ or ‘lf’ were missing. This
was due to some strange ‘bug’ within the latest version
of Adobe Acrobat Professional, the program the printers
used, and not to a sudden inability on the part of our
proofreaders to pick up this particular anomoly, as one or
two of you wondered! Our producers, Room for Design
sincerely apologise for this mistake, and have changed
printers on our behalf to insure it doesn’t happen again.
In Beverley McCartney’s article from the last issue, ‘Enacting Raphael’s School of Athens’, Raphael’s full name
should be Raphael Sanzio of Urbino. The less common
version is ‘Sanzino’ as we had printed.
Artist’s note: The coloured drawing on the front cover
and in the first article are by Anni d’Agostino, Camphill
Rudolf Steiner Schools. A drawing was made after seeing
each part of the Easter Quartet last year.

Revised Camphill Bible Readings 2009
22 March
21 May
31 May
7 June
14 June
21 June
24 June
28 June
2 August

Mark 8:27–38
Acts 1:4–11
Acts 2:1–12
Luke 10:1–12
1 Corinthians 13:1–13
John 1:35–43
Matthew 3:1–12
John 1:19–31
Mark 9:2–13

The changes above are corrections
of the version that was published in
Camphill Correspondence Nov/Dec 2008.

Easter Plays
Hilary Kidman, Newton Dee, Scotland

O

ften one or more of Karl König’s plays have accompanied an experience of Easter. Russ Pooler, writer
and eurythmist and Tim Woodward, drama therapist,
took that richness as a starting point and created Thresholds, an Easter Quartet. This was presented in Newton
Dee last year with about forty people being involved;
the cast was a mixture of Foundation Course students,
co-workers, house co-ordinators, students studying for
the Bachelor of Arts in Curative Education, eurythmists,
employees, villagers and children: a real community
project with an age range of 9 to 80 years! The plays
progressed through Childhood, performed on Maundy
Thursday, Youth on Good Friday, Maturity on Holy Saturday and Old Age on Easter Sunday.

One – ‘Childhood’
A soul is brought to earth through the planetary spheres
– she receives her evolutionary inheritance – she is educated in the ways of the world.
The stage is in white and there is a journey to be made
before words can be spoken or any physical objects or
colours can have their place. Eurythmy is a bridge-builder between heaven and earth and through this medium
the angels carry the soul in the form of light through the
colourful spheres of the planets. Planetary scales are the
only sound. The young soul enters dressed in pure white
and is bathed in the incarnating gestures of the sounds
of the spoken word. She becomes ready to take up her
earthly inheritance. The white walls of
the set have moved closer. A birth has
taken place.
Earthly colours can now appear and
words be spoken. Characters bring
stories from Africa, India, Persia, Egypt,
Greece and on up to the present time.
One by one a figure enters the white
room and tells a tale. The colour is in
their costume but also in story-pictures
that are projected onto the back of the
white stage. The child starts to inhabit
her new world as each storyteller leaves
a gift: an object, a piece of furniture and
some clothing. The child listens and her
soul grows before our eyes until literally,
fully clothed, she walks out happily into
the world listening to her Ipod.
These plays are about outer and inner
journeys and the crossing of thresholds.
A start with the planetary spheres and
an end with ‘This is the Life’, by Amy
McDonald, already says these journeys
will lead through and towards the unexpected.

Two – ‘Youth’
The disused church of St Sophia – it is
littered with rubbish and unwanted,
damaged people – they struggle to meet
each other and themselves.
Stunned by the light and colour, the
wonder, and the complexity of the ar-

rival of a new soul, I went with apprehension and expectation to the second play, performed on Good Friday. I
needed to enter a dimly lit auditorium. I needed to cross
an inner threshold. All the white light had gone.
As the play starts the mood is dark and cold; one
window above the altar sheds hardly any light. This
contrast is a punch in the stomach after Thursday. Slowly,
lost, damaged people appear; they shuffle through the
rubbish, back or advance in their encounters or lack of
them. Moods are unpredictable. The alcoholic, the obsessive-compulsive, the drug addict, the prostitute, the
self-harmer are broken beings. When the runaway holds
the prostitute’s baby is that a glimpse of a Madonna or
a twisted remembrance of the purity of the soul we had
watched come to earth on Thursday?
Passions run high as a knife is taken out and the screams
of those on stage are amplified by the screams of a mad
woman who rushes in and maintains the emotional
pitch with her off-the-wall but true perceptions of others.
Thunder cracks and the power of a threshold begins to
work. Each character goes deeply into himself as a light
glows through the window above the alter; the rose-cross
in the window is radiant. In this light the characters see
each other; there are clear moments of recognition of the
other’s pain. St Sophia appears and acknowledges this
healing. The characters move out past her, each speaking
their own hopes for the future (unscripted), crossing a
threshold, finding a new starting point in themselves.

Three – ‘Maturity’
A scattering of refugees at a border crossing – surrounded
by fences and barbed wire – guards are patrolling the
perimeter – everyone is waiting.
By now the audience walks in already knowing that a
challenge is to be expected. This wait on Holy Saturday
is full of tension. The set is again hugely different. Chainlink metal fencing topped with barbed wire create a cage
which is patrolled by armed soldiers. We, the audience,
surround this cage. Here is a stopping place for refugees
who shuffle in dragging their belongings. Each has a story
of extreme violence and pain which accompanied their
being driven from their homes. I am forced to test my
inner limits as I am taken into stories of torture, brutality and dismemberment. The refugees are intimate with
death, its smell, its rancid taste.
Imagination is stretched into places it would frequently
shun. Another refugee enters, a hooded woman accompanied by a white figure. From now on there are two
dimensions: a vibrating spiritual being unseen by others
and the waiting refugees themselves, who relive images
of torture or who are numbed by it.
The hooded woman tells her brutal story but speaks
also of a lady who has learnt to love in the midst of
hate. As the workings of love on the heart replace the
horror the white figure is enlivened and still unseen,
unfelt, swirls around the refugees. A spiritual being of
love is present. A new energy fills the cage. The being finally stands before the hooded woman and they
see one another: a powerful moment of knowledge,
understanding and vision. This is the turning point for
the hooded woman to spur others on; the white figure
opens the gate and leads the refugees out of the cage.
They are unhindered.
We have all witnessed a harrowing of hell.

Four – ‘Old Age’
A room is illuminated with memories – an old lady is
busy keeping time ticking over – slowly the streams of the
past and the future meet. For the fourth play I am back
to the white-walled stage. An old woman is sitting alone

in a white room with signs of everyday activity around
her, the ironing, tea things, knitting, a book. But this is
not just an actor giving us a character. Here is an eighty
year old lady being herself! Her surroundings play their
part, tea is made, the ironing done and folded. It is as if
we have been granted the chance to stay with her for an
afternoon. She is alone on stage but the space is filled
with memories. She retraces her true memories; we hear
her recorded voice and see moments recreated on film
projected onto the back of the white room. Moments
such as the cutting of her long curly hair as a child, or
the dangerous escape into western Germany in a coal
truck. Her beloved Schubert which her mother played so
well interweaves through out this intimate journey.
The woman has helped create this play; it is her own
life she shares. We experience the memory for the first
time, but for her it has been re-lived again and again. It
is re-lived now on stage: other unforeseen images and
feelings crowd around. Emotions flicker through her.
This play is a ‘happening’ in the place where it was written and takes tremendous courage to perform. This old
woman of the script is known to many even though the
memories probably are not. I can only commend her
ability to let us further into her heart as she shares her
trust in her inner spiritual guidance.
At the end she falls asleep and the stage darkens. I am
awake and my being has grown lighter. I am humbled
by this Easter gift.
These four plays were an outstanding achievement.
Such events wake up a group of people living and working together, sharing so many common experiences. For
a while we know the threshold crossings with a new
awareness, we meet each other differently on the road.
Then the images sink into memory…but glimpses will
flash up now and again. That’s what art is all about.
Hilary is a poet and teacher.
She has been in Camphill for many years
and currently works to support the development of
the Bachelor of Arts in Curative Education, a programme run in conjunction with Aberdeen University.

Implementing karmic principles in the daily life of our employed people
Michael Phillips, Sturts Farm, England
Editor’s note: Our theme for this year, Seeking
renewal: the search for growing points’ has brought
some interesting responses and articles.
Thank you – keep them coming!

I

t was pointed out many years ago that the plumber
who comes to mend our boilers and the postman who
delivers our letters do so not only as a ‘job’ but as a way
of connecting themselves to our endeavours. They were
drawn in this way by their karma.
This actually was a most important observation, even
more relevant today as we witness an unending stream
of helpers who come towards us, bringing with them
a variety of skills and enthusiasm; all, in one way or
another, joining themselves to our work.
These are questions of destiny on a grand scale that we
are called on to take seriously! (One is here reminded



of the Templar scenes from Steiner’s Mystery Dramas.)
Having come to this recognition, the question now is:
how do we begin to do justice to the needs of these, our
employed friends? How to meet their expectations? How,
in short, do we help them to become our co-workers in
the real sense of the word, and thereby fulfill something
of their life’s purpose?
With this said, we are presented with an awakening
task which begins as always with ourselves and the
question ‘do we really understand what is meant when
we speak of curative education and social therapy?’ Can
we so grasp the idea in its far-reaching implications, in
such a way that it becomes our ideal?
The writer would suggest that it is with this ideal as
background that a start may be made by way of the
‘work agreement’. For if we wish to help, we will have
to prepare a firm basis for any further trust. With this in

mind, it becomes obvious that our first
priority must be to tackle the main
stumbling block to the proper working
of destiny, the wage question.
It should be made quite clear to
all, both employed and prospective
employees that we do not pay wages
for their work! Payment is made to
enable the individual to do the work
they wish to do, freely joining our
endeavours. It will soon become
obvious that restrictive practices
such as the ‘overtime’ syndrome will
come to be seen as a hindrance. This
point of wages should be writ clear
and unambiguously in all employment agreements! Imagine how the
character of the interview could
change!
It will become even more interesting when we also add ‘clauses’ to
help enliven and widen perspectives
that will lead to a greater awareness
for what goes on in our centres. For
instance lunch breaks would be for
all in the houses so that those who
would normally not be in contact
with those they came to help may
take part in the joy of the common
meal, the graces, the civilised way
one waits till all are served, the nicely
laid table etc.
This all goes together with the task to make understandable the reasons for what we do and why we do
it. Clarity must reign in these matters, and toward that
end we would introduce the daily seminal hour (which
would of course be part of the terms of agreement) again
for all, especially office staff and estate workers who
would otherwise be denied this possibility. We might
here particularly mention eurythmy as an antidote to
the stresses of computer work (Anna Maria Ehrlich has
worked extensively with this question).
There would be painting, poetry, and modeling; and
not to forget ‘ring games’ to recover lost childhood,
drama, parts in our festival plays, childhood illnesses
– the possibilities are endless, if one grasps what is here
meant.
All this will not be easy, and why should it be so? If
we go back to the plumber and the postman in those
far-off days referred to, one can ask what was it that

drew them, but the example, the commitment to an
ideal. We are called, I believe, to the task of renewing
the above impulse and applying it to the care for our
employed co-worker friends in gratitude for their good
work. Much will depend on how we are sensed as living examples.
It should be noted that this is merely an outline for
the task, and each place would have to make their own
particular arrangements for the manifold situations
arising, but the writer believes that the key points will
hold good.
This brief summary came about following a conversation, when it was suggested I write something for the
Correspondence!
Michael is a former farmer
and is now working as an actively retired co-worker.

Our lives: past, present and future
Camphill England and Wales Residents’ Conference 2008
Julie Woods, Stroud, England
Camphill residents and their needs today

T

hree days ago Barack Obama was inaugurated as
President of the United States of America – “a man
whose father, less than sixty years ago, might not have
been served at a local restaurant”1. In his speech he
alluded to the great things that “free men and women

can achieve when imagination is joined to common
purpose”2.
Last November a Conference ‘Our Lives: Past, Present
and Future’ took place at Hartington Hall Youth Hostel
in Derbyshire, England. It was planned and run by a
core group of eleven Camphill residents from com-



Conference Planning Group

munities in the south-west of England and one friend
from Swindon who is in receipt of independent support.
The preparation took fourteen months of commitment
from this truly dedicated team who joined imagination
to common purpose in a most remarkable way. I had
the great privilege to be the supporter and coach of this
leadership group. I am proud, humbled and awed by
their achievement in delivering a wonderfully successful
conference to 115 people.
I joined Camphill as a co-worker in 1990 at the age
of 32 and I remember experiencing the feeling – described by many others before me – of having, at last,
come home. In my first few years in Camphill I was very
struck by articles by Julian Sleigh, which appeared in the
Camphill Correspondence and Perspectives magazine
during the 1990s. He described how important it is to
nurture and strengthen the ego forces of the human being
in the course of early adult life in order to encourage a
flowering of the authentic self. What he said resonated
with my own experience of community and touched me
deeply. I resolved to make this my guiding light.
It is recorded in the book In Need of Special Understanding, otherwise known as the Village Conference
Lectures, that Karl König’s vision was to create communities where residents ‘will increasingly be able to insert
their own existence and create their own environment.’
He says ‘This is the task: that it should not be our but
their environment which they create’3. He also says of the
‘handicapped’ adult, earlier in the same passage, that ‘in
the process of learning, he is not yet able to learn’4.
In the last sixty years much has changed in the world.
Much research has been done into the manifold ways
in which adults of all abilities learn and can be enabled
to participate in shaping their environment. Dr König
himself acknowledged that difficulties in helping those
with a ‘handicap’ to learn and participate are attributable to the inadequacy of our knowledge how to meet
their needs in this respect; but to quote Barack Obama
again “the world has changed and we must change with
it”5. Just as it is now possible for a black man to sit in



the White House it is now possible for a group of Camphill
residents to learn to take up an
outwardly visible leadership
role in the development of our
communities. Like the black
people of the USA, their time
has come.
It is not only possible now
for residents to take leadership
roles but entirely necessary that
they do so, for in the twentyfirst century, society hold us
to account. Camphill residents
must be able to convincingly
demonstrate that they live
in community because they
choose to do so, not because
they were once put in a safe
place of retreat by well-meaning parents and do not know
anything better but because,
in full awareness of the alternatives on offer, they choose to
live in Camphill as an expression of the lives they wish to live now – of their individual
and collective will.
In my view Julia Wolfson’s ‘Transform and Empowerment Approach’ the inspiration for which she describes
in her book Turning myself forward6 provides the tools
we need to renew our community striving and give it
cutting edge relevance for the times in which we live.
Successful organisations everywhere are being shaped
from the ‘grassroots’ up. ‘The world has changed and
we must change with it’.

Conference
The Planning Group for the Conference ‘Our lives: past
present and future’ were able to deliver a high quality conference for their fellow residents in which they
brought their own vision, shaped by consultation with
residents from many other communities in England,
to fulfilment through nurturing their own qualities of
creativity, enthusiasm, commitment, determination,
responsibility, resourcefulness and humour.
74 residents, 22 co-workers, 6 independent workshop
leaders, 3 Camphill social workers, 4 Camphill Families
and Friends trustees and 2 independent evaluators attended the conference. It was held over three full days
and four nights and included invitees from other likeminded organisations including three delegates from
Solheimar Community in Iceland.
There were 16 different workshops, mostly led or
co-led by residents. There was a Help Desk run by the
Planning Group. There were pictures to help those who
do not use the written word to communicate. There were
choices of meals, choices of outings, a wide choice of
workshops, choices of evening activities. The conference
was a celebration of diversity and harmony.
The purposes of the conference, as stated by the
Planning Group, were to meet and make friends, to
exchange news, to exchange experiences, to have a
variety of activities to suit all tastes, to learn new things,
to talk about important issues and to have fun. For me
these aims are congruent with the cultivation of three

adult ego capacities named by Julian Sleigh as choice,
communication and the digesting of experience which
correspond with the beginnings of the development
of ego capacities in the first three years of life – walking, talking and thinking. For me these are excellent,
well-grounded and thoroughly worthwhile reasons for
bringing people together and putting on a conference.
All these aims were achieved. At the end of the conference there was overwhelming endorsement of the wish
to have more conferences, both national and smaller
regional gatherings.
These conferences provide a vehicle for the voice of
the ‘grassroots’ Camphill community to be expressed and
heard. Over the five years in which the impulse has been
slowly growing and developing, a sense of being part
of ‘something bigger‘ has developed. This year’s conference at Hartington definitely had the feel of an impulse
‘coming of age’. Though it was a development of previous conferences it was considerably more ambitious in
scope. This was made possible by the funding available
from the Big Lottery – through Camphill Families and
Friends, the amount of time and support it was possible
for me to give the group as a result of this same funding
and by the Planning Group being able to build on previous experience.7 We had the chance to dream and to
realise our dreams. We had the Audacity of Hope8.
The Planning Group took new steps. With the support
of Camphill Families and Friends we established our own
bank account, and we did our own fundraising to make
it possible for those who would otherwise not be able to
afford to come to the conference to attend. We invested
in a portable Personal Address System and Hearing Loop
to help the hard of hearing to fully participate, we went
to meet the Trustees of Camphill Families and Friends
to talk about our vision, we commissioned a ‘Positive
and Productive Meetings’ training from Helen Sanderson
Associates – a person centred consultancy organisation,
and we worked on team building within our group.

Burning issues for Camphill residents
We asked delegates to say what they felt were the three
most important things affecting their lives that they
wanted to talk about at the conference. From the replies
received we identified seven themes burning as issues to
be discussed. On the last day we addressed those issues
in seven working groups.
Work emerged as the single hottest topic. There was a
call for more choice of work, inside and outside communities, an impulse to “spread the spirit” outside the
communities, more opportunity to take time off and
opportunity to work flexitime. There was also a call
from this group for more time off for co-workers “so
that they can feel more positive about their work” and
an appeal for English speaking co-workers “who can
really listen and help”.
Transport was identified as a huge barrier to participation
and inclusion in the wider world and something that
severely limits peoples’ lives: “If co-workers want to
go somewhere they can jump in a car and go – we
can’t”. There was a call for more help with planning
and making personal trips and ideas, for reducing
costs through finding new ways of sharing, and a plea
for less ‘institutional’ forms of transport – “a stretch
limo instead of a mini-bus!”

Money. Here there was a plea for freedom of choice to
spend – without being judged. The main issues however were around support for cultivating awareness,
understanding and inclusion in the conduct of both
personal and community financial affairs.
Old age provision was a burning issue for those past
mid-life. Great fear was expressed about having to
leave Camphill to go into standard care homes. There
was a heartfelt plea for action to be taken now to create purpose-built houses where older residents and
co-workers could live together, cared for by trained
nursing staff and for there to be lots of activities.
Person centred planning meetings were endorsed by
the group as ‘a good experience’. There was a call for
more activity in this respect and plans being put into
action. There was an appreciation of how outcomes
from plans can help to shape community development
and an acknowledgement of the variety of approaches
being used in different communities.
Keep, drop and create in Camphill supported the continuance of festivals, work opportunities and good support.
There was a wish to get rid of swearing and fighting
where it occurs and suggestions that in the future there
will be more flexibility and choice in Camphill centres. The creation of retreats or small conferences for
residents was thought to be a good idea.
The future of the conferences. There was an overwhelming call for more conferences in the future
– both national and local with lots of activities and
the opportunity to make and meet friends. There was
a plea for the possibility of wider participation in the
Planning Group. There is much enthusiasm for this
in centres in the south east of the country (who have
formerly taken part in Conference Planning Groups)
and the north where people would like to take up
the impulse.
I echo Obama in saying “the ground has shifted beneath
us”9; nevertheless, I have hope, the future is bright; the
future is harnessing the voice and creativity of Camphill
residents in the service of community development.
Julie has been a house leader
(mother/co-ordinator) for fifteen years
at The Grange and at Orchard Leigh Community.
For the last three years she has lived outside of
Camphill and has been working for Families and
Friends of Camphill (England and Wales) as leader of
their Person Centred Planning Project.
1 Obama, B. Inaugural Speech, Times 22/1/09.
2 Ibid.
3 König K. In Need of Special Understanding.
Camphill Press 1986, p157.
4 Ibid, p156.
5 Op. cit.
6 Wolfson, Julia. Turning myself forward: The
personal story that led to the ‘Transform and
Empower’ approach. Turning Forward, Canberra,
Australia 2008. Available from www.turningforward.org or The Crossfields Institute, Stroud,
England: www.crossfieldsinstitute.com.
7 The Planning Group gratefully acknowledges the
previous work of Jacquie Spencer, Richard Woolrych and Kate Burger in bringing them thus far.
8 The title of Barack Obama’s latest biography.
9 Op. cit.



Obituaries
Morwenna Bucknall – more memories
27 July 1919 – 27 October 2008

M

y sister, Morwenna,
Morwenna later helped to
was born in Austell,
found the Bristol Waldorf
Cornwall, England, in 1919.
School but was still in the
She was the second of three
Camphill movement. She
daughters. The youngest died
ran the Kindergarten there for
before she was three in Lonseven years. She was Matron
don where conditions were
at Thornbury, and joined the
serious with poverty and
Movement Group which took
unemployment. Catherine
her to many different counwas buried with nineteen
tries. She helped establish
other children. We were all
the weavery and toy making
very ill.
shop at Milton Keynes. She
Our father was a Church of
was very talented in all the
England priest who went to
crafts.
Joan Marcus, Stourbridge,
Mirfield well known for its
England
social views. Trevor Huddleston was trained there. Father
For my friend Morwenna
was a strong socialist and an
anthroposophist! Father was
got to know you when I was
involved in a riot in Chaxted
very young. We lived together in the Sheiling in Ringbefore moving to London and
it was feared for our lives, so
wood. You were the ‘matron’
some friendly gypsies took us
of Westmount, a big house
children by night to a Quaker
full of little children with all
centre until peace was retheir joys and sorrows – but
stored.
you were there for everyone.
The Bishop of London
My memory of this time, and
moved my father to a village
it must have been in the fifties,
in Cornwall undoubtedly
is of the celebration of the
thinking he was too active a
festivals. You always found a
socialist in London! Here we
festive occasion to celebrate.
There were lots of dressing
had many visitors: priests and
missionaries, politicians, etc.
up parties, games, and plays
There were huge discussions
which you wrote yourself, and
A recent photo
always on religion and social
of course, singing! You had
questions. Tramps and gypsies were also welcome. I gave
the great gift of being able to involve everyone in these
my bed up to a gypsy mother and child whose caravan
social occasions, everyone feeling needed and apprecihad been blown over in a storm, so we were brought
ated. The lasting impression of this Ringwood time is of
up in a very lively household. Always the disadvantaged
joy, sunshine, flowers and togetherness.
and people in need were in the fore.
Then you moved on to other places which needed your
Father had so much wanted a son to be called Michael
social and community impulse and your commitment.
and so though he had daughters one feels that his daughYou always went where there was a need, and the last
ters inherited the Michael stream. Our mother was a
call was to Milton Keynes. It was here where we lived
gentle but strong supporter of my father.
together again. You helped so many people to find the
Morwenna was a very lively child, vigorous and outgoright place for their destiny, and you were involved in
ing, always very creative. After her elder sister left school
my coming to Milton Keynes.
to work at Michael Hall Streatham, she took over being
Your outlook on life was one of complete positivity
Head Girl. She visited Michael Hall at St John’s tide and
and this carried you through the final months of your
loved it. She went to Art College in Burse and thrived
life when your physical strength slowly left you and
your body was not able to obey you. You were still full
there. During the war when Michael Hall evacuated to
Minehead, Morwenna helped as art teacher and Joan
of gratitude for your life, for the flowers, but most of
ran a hostel for teenagers.
all for the sun, which you eagerly followed around in
During the Easter holiday an anthroposophical conyour chair so you could catch the last of its warmth and
ference was held there and Dr Stein, Derek Duffy, and
golden rays.
Michael Wilson stayed in the hostel and gave lectures.
Then at last the Gate of the Sun opened wide for you,
Dr König also gave lectures and when Morwenna heard
and you could step in, ready for new and different tasks.
Now you are able and free to help the world from a difhim she knew where her future lay. She could hardly
wait until the summer term was over and then she was
ferent point of view.
Thank you.                 Hanne
off. She went to Camphill Scotland!
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Morwenna Bucknall and St John’s School

The Door of Death is made of gold
That mortal eyes cannot behold
But when the mortal eyes are closed
And cold and pale the limbs reposed
The Soul awakes and wondering sees
In her mild hands the golden Keys.
The Grave is heaven’s Golden Gate
And rich and poor around it wait O shepherdess of England’s fold
Behold this gate of Pearl and Gold -

M

I will give you the end of a golden string
Only wind it into a ball,
It will lead you in at Heaven’s gate
Built in Jerusalem’s wall.
Words of William Blake written in Morwenna’s hand
and found in her papers by Hanne.
Hanne Drexel, Milton Keynes, England

orwenna’s name is closely connected to St John’s
School as she was asked to become the founding
teacher when the school began at Camphill Aberdeen
on 13 October 1947. Morwenna’s enthusiasm was infectious and all fellow teachers were inspired by her.
There were two photographs in the January/February
2009 edition of Camphill Correspondence which are
relevant to Morwenna’s role as a teacher in St John’s
School. One shows Morwenna with Karl Schubert in
front of Murtle House at St John’s Tide 1948; the other
shows Morwenna with her class in summer 1950.
My own teaching experience goes back to June 1950
when I was asked to take Morwenna’s class for a time as
she was totally exhausted. Having not done any teaching
before that date I learned quickly by following in Morwenna’s footsteps with her quite demanding class.
Friedwart Bock,
Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools, Scotland

Recollections from the early years of St John’s School
Morwenna Bucknall
As the teacher of the first Class One in St John’s School,
there are of course many images that arise after fifty
years. I took on this task at the last moment. Although
I had been at Michael Hall Waldorf School for three
years, I did not come to Camphill to teach in a school.
But knowing that to every class belongs its teacher and
there was a class waiting, and no teacher in sight, I said
if no one comes by Monday week, I will do it – and
nobody came; so on 13 October I took it on! It took but
a few months to realise that it was indeed right.
There were only six children to begin with, two staff
children, two from Aberdeen who had failed a numeracy class test at three years of age (!) and two from
Camphill Schools. When in 1949 more children joined
from Camphill Schools, the class grew to twelve in
number – then I had the experience that the class spirit

joined our efforts and the staff children made a noticeable step forward in development. I still have the diary
of each week for the first seven terms. It was necessary
to be up at the school huts by 6 o’clock in the morning
to light the stoves (the old iron ‘bomb’ type) in order
that the rooms were warm by 9 o’clock in the Scottish
winter! Nights were late with Camphill meetings etc., so
school preparation burnt the midnight hours! One day
I was telling the Bible story of Moses and Pharaoh and
continually said “Herod” instead of “Pharaoh” and corrected myself. Finally, my choleric Wilfred, in despair,
burst out – “It’s all right Miss Bucknall (in the early days
we were very proper until it became ridiculous) you say
‘Herod’, we’ll know it is Pharaoh”.
Submitted by Friedwart Bock,
Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools, Scotland

Reg Bould
28 August 1920 – 27 December 2008
Earthly circumstances and heavenly influences

R

eg Bould died peacefully at home in Camphill
Village, Copake on December 27, 2008, the day
between the birthday of his firstborn child and his wedding anniversary. His son Christopher and wife Christina
were at his side.
Knowing he was nearing his earthly end, Reg had been
thinking a lot about his long and eventful life, sharing
stories and working to sort and write it all down…
I must say that I have been guided by certain individuals, possibly angels, about which I have no
conclusive evidence. However I do believe that we
are led through life by a combination of the earthly
circumstances and those heavenly influences of
which we are not always aware.
Reg was born into a joint family, his elderly parents had
each been married before and had lost their spouse to

a flu epidemic. They each brought children into the
marriage, she boys and he girls. Reg had six older siblings and a little brother joined the family a few years
later. He spent his childhood in the poor pottery town
of Stoke-on-Trent, England. There were 189 bottle kilns
in the town, coal fired, and there were coal pits, iron
works and the clay pits.
Reg had a happy, harmonious childhood. The family led
a rather frugal life, it was simple, basic and there was
plenty of hard work. He had a very loving, gentle mother,
who had been a serving girl at a wealthy family farm. She
was very hard working, even-tempered, uncomplaining.
Mother was too busy for church, but had high moral ideals. She belonged to a girls’ friendly society, and had a
plaque in her room with the motto of this society: Bear
ye one another’s burdens. Reg was filled with awe by
this ideal and liked to stand and look at this plaque and



Dear Dad,
Where can I start, what can I say?
Being here, physically so far away.
Yet each day has dawned with a picture so strong
Of his dear face in beauty and peace
As he makes his journey along.
Two sons and a life-partner watch by his side;
Three daughters send their love across sea and
tide,
Knowing he knows, that all’s made right
As we meet here and there on this holy night,
To join in sadness and joy and in spirit bright.
What did he give us? For me I can easily say.
He gave me my hands (his hands), my nose (his
nose),
My ways, his way.
He gave me his stocky strength –
We’ll get it done, whatever the length
Of the task in hand.
He gave his love of song and word,
I love to read, to listen and to be HEARD.
He gave me red hair from the mother of whom he
only lately told
I passed it to my daughter, red-headed, bold.
He gave us, his six children, breath and life,
He shared with us his love of Molly, mother/wife.
He chose a path that led us on
To sing a newer, wider, deeper, stranger, more difficult song?
He gave us things to battle with, insecurity, doubt,
His battle that we too must work with, cast out.
He gave us celebrations by the score;
The birth of Christ, the birth of light
Each year in the dark of Christmas night;
The candle blowing game, throwing lead, blowing
boats in New Year,
Celebrating past, now, future with joy and a tear.
French cricket’s the favourite for summer days,
His children, grandchildren, great grandchildren
towards him gaze,
Smiling, recognising his winning ways.
Holding their young faces in his hands so strong;
That touch and look will help them along.
He gave me/us enthusiasm, joy and love,
So we can look up, look over, look above.
So here I sit and look at his image so real
My heart is filled by all that I feel,
As a daughter for her father dear, as a woman for a
friend so clear.
I don’t want him to go from this earthly place,
I want to run and turn and there see his loving
face,
Feel his arms about me, his hand in mine,
Secure now – all will be fine.
BUT what a life he has had – so full with living
With Christina’s care, devotion and giving.
So that has ended now – another journey must
begin.
From far away to here he came
So far to there his spirit flame
Must rise in stillness of starlit night
And we here will have joy for his journey
Know it is right;
We will find him now in spirit light,
Holding all that he gave in our sight.
With Love, Joanie



think of his mother’s creed. He was full of respect and adoration
for his mother and she had a special sympathy for him.
Reg’s father worked in the pottery manufacturing. He was in
charge of the recipes for clay, colors and glazes, a very responsible position. He was not a demonstrative man but rather a
typical Victorian – complete with a pomaded black mustache
and scent (he always smelled so nice!) and the expectation that
his wife would serve him. Although she was uncomplaining,
cheerful, and positive, Reg couldn’t stand his father’s attitude to
her. Later on, when he was about ten, he challenged this, much
to his siblings’ chagrin.
He grew up in a craft environment. The area was full of famous
potteries and there were great handmade willow baskets for
packing the pottery. He watched the willows being cut and then
carefully dried. He watched the man get into the great basket to
arrange the packing.
It was some time during his adolescence that Reg found out
that his family was not what it seemed: his mother was actually
his stepmother and his father, his grandfather. He met his birth
mother only once and fleetingly, at the funeral of his ‘father.’
When Reg was sixteen a friend asked him for a favor, needing
help with two young ladies. One of them was his friend’s cousin
and the other was her friend, with whom he was very keen to
become better acquainted…could Reg come along and take the
cousin off his hands? Being a good friend Reg obliged and the
four set out for a walk into the countryside on a dark late-autumn
evening. So it was that Reg came to spend the evening sitting on
an old stone bridge with his friend’s cousin, who proceeded to
tell him the story of her life. Her name was Molly Horton. Reg
had never heard someone’s life story before and hers, filled with
sadness, made a deep impression on him.
This honest and open story created a kind of holy intimacy to
our meeting and I felt a strong kinship with her and made a
solemn vow then and there to marry her and be sure she never
suffered such sadness again. He arranged to meet her after
work the next day and as he watched more than a hundred
young women pour out of the pottery works factory gates
he wondered if he would even recognize her, as he had only
seen her in semidarkness! He did, immediately.
One of the first things Molly asked Reg to do was to attend her
church. And so it was that Reg met the priest Jack Bucknall and
his daughter Morwenna. In those few years before the war, a
veritable new world opened, rich and deep with encounters with
wonderful people, inspiring thoughts and experiences that laid
the foundation for a totally new direction.
Reg went to visit Molly when she was working with Joan Bucknall, Morwenna’s sister, at the hostel for Michael Hall children
evacuated from London during the bombing. Jens Holbek was
among the boarders. It was Reg’s birthday and he was invited
to celebrate it at a nearby farm with 20 guests he didn’t know!
Amongst his presents was an unusual tall hand carved candlestick, the likes of which he had never seen made at Michael
Hall. He held it long in his hand. This inspired him to take up
woodcarving in Camphill, and many, many years later he remembered that candlestick when he carved the altar candles
for Vidaråsen chapel.
Later that year, Reg and Molly were married. When the bombing
raids tapered off they were able to get together as a family and
settled in Bristol. Meanwhile Morwenna had gone to Aberdeen
to join Camphill. She wrote suggesting to the young couple that
they please consider joining Camphill, as the place was in great
need of a bit more Englishness. Later she wrote to ask whether
they could host an overnight guest, Karen Weihs, Thomas’ sister.
She was coming to Bristol to meet Karl König who was to give a
lecture at the church of a priest who was a good friend of Jack’s.

Reg knew the place and offered to show
his marriage to Molly. He spent twelve
her the way. As they were walking over
years in the village, working with stained
the suspension bridge a taxi slowed and
glass projects, the woodshop and the
stopped and out stepped a little man:
maintenance and contributing richly
Karl König. Reg was introduced and
to the cultural and social life. Then Reg
warmly invited to attend the lecture
and Christina went to The Grange for ten
and another one for Society Members
years for he was longing to be nearer to
the next day.
his beloved children and the growing
A year later, when the war had ended
array of grandchildren and great-grandReg and Molly decided to join Camphill.
children, who by now numbered in the
So they packed up their household and
dozens. He followed them each with his
their two small children and journeyed to
lively interest.
Scotland. Those early years in Camphill
They returned to Copake in 2000 when
were rich and varied – a totally new and
Reg was 80. He was still filled with his
exciting journey! He was moved by the
abiding youthful enthusiasm and energy
strong community spirit. He especially
and continued learning new things and
loved the plays and celebrations, being
gaining new skills. He and Christina
involved and engaged in all the many
took up painting and some years after
layers of Camphill life and experiencing
that Reg learned to cane chairs! He kept
all the extraordinary people who came
meaning to put down his practical work
to see Karl König and the unfolding work
– and others kept urging him to do so
of Camphill. And of course Reg’s many
– but he took such delight in tackling
practical skills were soon put to very
challenging repairs, being helpful to othgood use. When Thomas Weihs took up
ers, making beautiful things as presents.
farming, Reg got involved too. They tried
In the last months of his life he opened
designing their own implements and
a drawer and saw all of quiet Christina’s
learning to plow with horses, and they
artwork stashed away. He pored over her
experimented with all sorts of things.
watercolors and pastels and realized she
Reg and Molly joined the group who
is the real artist; and he decided to make
Last visit to England, 2007
pioneered the work at Newton Dee,
frames for all her pictures and mount an
which soon was home to 30 boys with quite a range
exhibition in the Hall! Dear Reg, so generous with his
of intellectual abilities and criminal potential. Reg had
gifts, full of such wide-ranging capacities, interests and
some hilarious tales to tell of the scrapes some of those
enthusiasms! And at heart a deeply ingrained humility.
boys got into! Some time after a fire destroyed the justAlthough Reg had a heart condition and had begun
renovated farm, the work with delinquent boys came
to slow down, it was really only after the death of Morto an end. A new group of children came together and
wenna that his journey towards the threshold gathered
the craft/school impulse was taken up. Later still he and
momentum, as if this life-long friend and forerunner had
Molly took on the Central Training Workshops.
once again opened the door for him towards another
During their years in Scotland they had four more
step on his journey, the next new landscape.
Wanda Root, Copake, United States
children. Their third child, Susan, the first to be born
there, died at the age of two in a tragic accident. Reg
carried this daughter close to his heart, and until the end
could not bear to tell the story of her death. After some
Letter to Reg from his first born son
nine years in Scotland, family Bould were part of the
ear Dad,
group who went to help pioneer Camphill in Norway at
Your first born son left home 45 years ago, off to
Helgeseter near Bergen. After a year of challenging and
creative work, the woman who had invited Camphill
Norway to wife and work.
In the years since then, we have met here and there at
changed her mind and the whole group was asked to
leave. This was a great blow.
festive crossroads, in happy family crowds; birthdays,
Molly and Reg returned to Camphill and joined Heathweddings, games on daisy’d lawns, holiday walks to
sunlit coast, or the shade of forest glades.
cot. It was a very different kind of work. Life had moved
Then one November day, last year, a telephone call
on in Camphill and having once been a part of everything
from the wooded hills of upstate New York, USA: an
Reg felt lost, he couldn’t find his place. They decided
to leave Camphill and try their luck in the world. It was
invitation to attend your last and most significant deed,
your death.
Morwenna’s sister Joan who helped them find a position
And what a performance it was, dear Dad, played so
at Elmfield School in Stourbridge, England where they
soon became deeply involved. They lived in and ran
beautifully with perfect timing. The stage so magnificent.
the hostel; and Reg became the bursar, produced plays,
The ice storm of the opening scene, turning the wooded
hills into glittering cathedrals of shimmering ice in the
taught wood and metalwork, and was on the College of
bright sunlight. The ice bringing trees crashing down on
Teachers. After fifteen years they left and made another
new beginning.
power lines and we were left in candlelight.
Then for three days it snowed, and it snowed. You
In 1975 Molly, aged 55, died of cancer. Reg spent some
played your part so convincingly in that silent white
years at Vidaråsen and then came to Copake to learn the
stained glass work from Carlo Pietzner and Carl Wolf.
landscape, telling the story with your usual enthusiasm,
while the colourful birds and grey squirrels danced in
He married Christina Sherman on the anniversary of
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the deepening snow. Christmas day and the curtain rises
on a new scene. There is magic in the air, and from your
frail frame a glow of soul as your spirit spreads through
this humble theatre, house of wood, Amber West, on
wooded hill.
The curtain of a new day rises once again, to reveal
a scene of celebration, a birthday candle lit for me on
this St. Stephen’s day.
And you, dear Dad, your final scene, your words you
speak so well. Telling me of the strangest art that you
had ever seen. So strange the art of earth becomes; so
strange to your departing soul. The stars do dance in dark
of night, a dance they danced so long ago, at the turning
point of time. Time; it is time to blow out my birthday
candle, light one for your birth into the spirit world. The
midnight hour has past. You did that deed so deftly Dad,
into the holy nights, the time for new beginning.
Your last words, and “what did you say?” your dear
wife Christina asks.
“No more chocolates.”
The curtain fell. Dear Dad. “No more chocolate for
you over there, but I shall have one for you.” I say into
a very silent, very empty room.
Love to you
Chris

Painting with Reg
One does not forget Reg Bould very easily and it was
a joy to meet him again, thousands of miles from our
initial meeting in Gloucestershire, England back in the
early 1990s. We were both active in the early days of the
Kolisko gatherings, working to develop the relationship
between the school child and the farm. In these interim
ten or so years, Reg’s vigor, enthusiasm and passion had
not waned.
Now, as near neighbors, Reg joined a painting class I
offered Monday mornings, and thus we had the opportunity to meet in this realm. I picture him, tucked into
the corner, thoroughly engaged in developing deep,
rich tones, and wrestling with his natural inclination
to come quickly into form. This was his self-imposed

Grandfather takes grandchild to the circus, 2002
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challenge and I so admired him, for at his age form can
be so powerful. But he seemed committed to loosening
himself from its grip and thus exploring and playing
with color, with its essence, in its delicacies and depths.
It was not easy for him, but those who knew Reg, also
knew his tenacity.
He had deep insights and a sense of humor which he
readily shared with his fellow painters; everyone admired
Reg. I have learned a lot from Reg and am so grateful that
our paths crossed again, and that we thus had further
opportunity to share deeply on many levels.
Beatrice Birch, Copake Falls, New York, United States

Reg at the circus
The circus was Laura’s third year project on the twelve
senses, she created this fantastic circus! The child is
Bryonie Smeele who is now a big girl.
Margrit Metraux
The lights have dimmed in Fountain Hall, which is packed
with people. The colorful fanfare of rainbow-clad circus
performers has paused. Everything is still. Everything is
silent. Everything is expectant. Soft music begins, and the
spotlight goes to the door through which enters a distinguished, broad shouldered gentleman with white hair, a
pale suit, and a red silk scarf at his throat. He holds the
hand of a young girl with a yellow dress, a yellow balloon and long yellow braids. In the white spotlight they
appear at first almost angelic. As they slowly make their
way to the center of the hall the man reaches into his
pocket, pulls out some small bits of paper, and squints
his eyes to see what they might reveal. These are tickets,
and he is looking around for the seats to match them. It’s a
familiar image – a modern archetypal image: grandfather
and grandchild, together to share the magical delights of
an afternoon at the circus. They share a particular bond
– innocent sage and sagely innocent who live at the portals of the journey of human life. In this frozen moment
in time, a wizard comes and gives them a magic kaleidoscope through which they (and only they) will behold
the magic, the truth behind the appearances. They settle
into their seats and we go back to real
time. The lights go up and the show goes
on as seen through their eyes, which have
opened our own…
Reg didn’t hesitate when I asked him
to join the cast of characters and ‘play
the role’ of the grandfather in the circus
production that was both my final Social
Therapy Seminar project, and my parting gift to the village at Easter 2002. We
didn’t know each other well, for he had
only recently returned with Christina to
take up residence again in Copake.
“Oh a circus!” I can still hear him, “I
love the circus!”
He quietly supported the whole venture
by calming the rehearsals with a quiet,
trusting presence, by making many colorful props, and by remaining in delighted
awe of the whole thing throughout the
show and whenever I saw him in the
years that followed.
I think the real reason so many Copakers have hearkened back on this image

of Reg in the Magic Kaleidoscope Circus is because he
really was THE archetypal grandfather: wise with a rascally twinkle in his eyes, able to readily find the magic
in life, and always ready with an engaging story. He was
the kind of Grandpa that loved to tinker with the making
or fixing of anything until it was made whole (or even
better), and when he greeted you, you felt special and
it warmed you.
Dear Reg, when you took the hand of the child (in all
of us) that day at the circus we felt something becoming
whole – we went full circle. In your grandfather years
you could share the grace of your late years and the joy
of your full life with so many of us here in Copake. How
grateful we are!
Laura Geilen, Hillsdale, New York, United States

Some woodshop memories

I

t was in the woodshop in Oaklands Park when I first
met Reg. He was living in The Grange at that time and
did lots of little projects there in his small workshop,
but sometimes he came over to use the machines in the
Oaklands woodshop.
Then we moved to Copake, and it was not long before
Reg showed up in the woodshop here. For almost eight
years he was part of the woodshop. He took on all kinds
of projects and repaired lots of chairs. Often he spent
more time in the woodshop than the regular woodworkers, because when he started a project he was determined
to finish it. Some of the projects included 23 tables for the
café, simple string instruments for the ensemble, window
frames for the color light treatment and hundreds of pic-

ture frames. He also made many props for plays, some
of which he directed himself. With the bigger projects I
invariably got involved and it was always a pleasure to
work together with Reg. The last batch of picture frames
Reg made was for his wife Christina and he finished those
only months before he passed away.
He brought a youthful enthusiasm and a real craftsmanship to the workshop. In the earlier years I could always
rely on him to look after the workshop for a while when
I was needed elsewhere.
I remember many tea breaks in the summer, sitting
outside in the shade listening to Reg’s many stories. He
loved to share stories from the past with us, but also
tell about books he just had read or plays he had seen.
Baking cakes was another hobby and in his generosity
he often brought the cakes to woodshop for tea break.
Everybody in the woodshop loved him and he was always greeted warmly when he came in.
Reg leaves a gap which is hard to fill, but we remember
him with lots of fond memories.
Kerst de Jong, Copake, United States

R

eg died at 88 years old (or young, there was not a
wrinkle in his face!). He began ‘his path’ back to the
spiritual world in earnest at the time when Morwenna
Bucknall died, having been closely related to her family, particularly her father, the ‘Red Priest’. Reg was a
wonderful gift to our village in Copake, creatively gifted
in so many ways and always willing, right to the end
embellishing our life!
Margrit Metraux, Copake, United States

Gisela Schlegel, Camphill nurse and friend to many
16 January 1924 – 14 December 2008
This record of Gisela’s life is in two
parts. The first section describes
Gisela’s life before coming to Camphill
and the second section, in the next
issue of the Correspondence, will tell
of her life in Camphill.

Gisela declined, saying that she wanted
to train as a nurse! There was an inner
reason for this best expressed in her own
words: “when I was seventeen years old
I had a very deep experience which I
did not share with anyone. I fell deeply
n her early childhood, Gisela already
in love with a young doctor, a friend of
received the impulse to care for others.
our family. I could not even share this
Her family lived in Tübingen in grandwith him. He contracted TB from one
father Emil Schlegel’s large house. The
of his patients and became very ill and
famous homeopath was assisted in his
died in hospital when he was only 34
growing practice by his two sons who
years of age. An obituary written about
were doctors. Gisela, well remembering
him ended with the words ‘Wolf Heisler
grandfather’s impressive white beard,
was totally committed to his patients with
spent the first seven years in those medithe ideal to help and heal; this was his
cal surroundings and expressed that she
highest aim!’
felt sorry for some of the patients who
When I read these words I knew then
had to come to the clinic when they were
that this must become my aim too. True,
so ill! This gave rise to the thought within
I will never become a doctor, but I could
Last years at Heather Dee
her (she did not call it a feeling) ‘how
become a nurse with the same ideals. It
beautiful it would be to be able to help these people!’
became clear to me that I should follow this path.”
When she was eighteen years old and working as a
Gisela secretly read her mother’s books on life after
youth leader in the ‘Arbeitsdienst’ for girls, she was ofdeath, and accompanied Wolf for many years, well past
fered a promotion after seven months of enthusiastic
the time she came to Camphill. In fact she even felt that
service. (She performed this service on condition that
he guided her towards Camphill – a beautiful insight into
she would not be forced to promote the Nazi ideology.)
the working of destiny.
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Gisela was born in Tübingen, the
Gisela’s life was not only radiant;
second child of Oswald and Elisabeth
there were accidents and challenging
Schlegel. She bore the same name
moments and then the war experias another Gisela, sister to her father
ences, all of which left their mark. In
who had dipped down from heaven in
1931 her family moved to Pforzheim
the same house for only a few weeks.
where her father could establish his
The meaning of Gisela in Latin is ‘the
own practice and Gisela could now
shining one’, ‘the radiating one’. The
begin class one. Her heart was not in
16th January was a Wednesday, and
school as much as it was in the big
she was born at 10.30 in the evening
garden her parents had purchased on
in the sun part of that day. (Accordthe outskirts of the town, or playing
ing to Rudolf Steiner each day of the
with her new friends. Mother would
week has four planetary times; for
drive them to the garden in the big car
Wednesday the morning is ruled by
which the family now owned.
Mercury, the afternoon by Venus and
When Gisela was eight years old,
the evening by the sun. Mars rules
she suffered a dramatic incident
the night). We can understand that
whilst playing on the quiet street in
Gisela’s life wish to heal and shine
front of their house. A child who was
is already helped by her ‘choice’ of
dipping a stick into hot tar inadverttime and place of birth!
ently hit Gisela with it in the face. The
There is one factor in the starry birth
quick action of the father taking her
picture that speaks a clear language:
to the hospital saved her eye.
all planets and the sun are in the
Gisela further described her adlower zodiac, the night side; only
venturous
nature, jumping from
Six years of age
the night-luminary moon is in a day
the garage roof with an umbrella or
image. The power of the far planets is especially strong
jumping from a high-flying swing, where, despite breakwhen they appear in the darker part of the zodiac. At
ing an arm, she spoke with glee about the moment of
the time of Gisela’s death two of the far planets are in
flying!
the same starry images: Mars is in Scorpio and Jupiter
She excelled in sports during her school days and was
is in Sagittarius! We need to note that the position may
an enthusiastic swimmer and diver, diving from high
not be exactly the same degree, but point to a signature
vantage points. She was sure that she would end up
in Gisela’s long life that we should endeavor to underbeing a gym teacher one day.
stand: that two planets stand in the same constellation
Gisela also experienced a life of music, listening to her
at the moment of coming to earth and the moment of
pianist mother playing quartets with string players in the
leaving the earth!
evenings, through an open bedroom door as the children
There is a further reality when one takes into considlay in bed. From 1936 on, these musicians were taken to
eration the constellation of the planets in the zodiacal
concentration camps one by one, as they were Jewish.
images. Among Gisela’s papers I found the version acGisela’s family was aware of the Nazi practices and her
cording to her birth date.
father refused to put up a plaque outside his practice
Mars in Scorpio has been translatsaying ‘Aryan doctor’.
ed: ‘in becoming, activity pauses’.
The three children, Hans, Gisela
One could call it a creative pause.
and Lisbeth all learned to play
When our usual way of wanting to
instruments. Gisela played the rework effectively is held back, then
corder and later the cello which she
a listening space can come about.
loved. There was a social evening
A way of looking at this line could
once a week when friends were
also be formulated as ‘in what is
invited to the house.
becoming there is the possibility
Gisela’s mother was connected to
of healing’.
the Christian Community and the
The Sagittarius mystery in Jupiter
children went to religion lessons.
reads: ‘In dying there ripens the
All this was still possible when the
prevailing of worlds.’ It is like the
family moved to Stuttgart in 1937.
other way round: a space is created
Gisela’s father was needed to lecby the process of dying for a greater
ture and work in the big 400-bed
force to ripen in it. ‘The prevailing
Robert Bosch Hospital, in addition
of worlds’: the question arises what
to continuing his own practice.
could it be? Could it mean the DiHans and Gisela were confirmed in
vine, the higher Self that matures
Stuttgart – alas not by Friedrich Ritin a dying place? Gisela was aware
telmeyer as planned, since he had
of the healing potential as well as
died just before. It was 1938, just
the prevailing of the higher self,
one year before the Second World
and from early on made her deciWar would break out!
sions in life accordingly. These two
In my opinion Gisela acted out
lines reveal something about her
of the same motivations that are
Young nurse Gisela
striving.
described by Rudolf Steiner in the
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sixth lecture of the Curative Educabeth was working in Brisago and
had a Camphill child with her for
tion Course (July 1, 1924). Firstly, an
inner mobility that leads to lightness
holidays. She suggested that Gisela
write to Karl König which she did.
– in the end to life’s humour: secGisela arrived in Camphill Cottage
ondly the ‘being with it’ whatever ‘it’
at that moment means: and thirdly
in November of 1949.
Christof-Andreas
enthusiasm. These capacities are
and Norma Lindenberg,
each ‘declared’ three times at the
Beaver Run, United States
end of the lecture – especially the
word enthusiasm…‘enthusiasm, that
is what matters!’ Rudolf Steiner was
speaking in relation to the work with
isela has been a close friend
children in need of special care.
of mine throughout my adult
This threefold tool was natural to
life. I got to know her in Heathcot
Gisela, and she needed these qualiand then Thornbury where she
ties in the difficult time while trainrepresented the ideal nurse in my
ing to become a nurse. She upheld
eyes: friendly, open, giving and
them as capacities through her 59
above all enthusiastic for all she
years of work as a Camphill nurse:
did. I was doing my nurses traininner mobility, to ‘be with it’ and
ing at that time in Bristol and she
enthusiasm!
was my role model. Her power of
Gisela was eighteen when she
empathy enfolded her surroundstarted her training at the homeoings and enabled so much to grow
pathic Robert Bosch Hospital.
and come about.
Soon the air raids on Stuttgart were
For Gisela the nursing impulse
challenging her courage when she
was holy, and she helped to bring
and her trainee friend volunteered
about this impulse in Camphill.
to remain working on the upstairs
This consisted of a nurses’ trainfloors of the hospital during the
ing which was first attempted in
bombing. They had to extinguish
Thornbury Park, where there were
1958 Thornbury
fires several times and take care of
strict ethical rules and quite a hisuffering people while no man volunteered for those
erarchical structure. This first attempt folded. Thornbury
night watches. Other hospitals had been bombed to
was the home for small spastic children that needed
ruins, so the wounded were many. There was little time
intense physiotherapy and education, and not just care.
for sleeping – life taught hard lessons – but Gisela loved
The first concept of this training was also too strict.
her work! Eventually her father intervened, saying ‘no
After this Gisela built up the care house in Murtle, St
more of this highly dangerous patrolling!’ Since both
Devenicks. Here the sick could be taken in. Both chilnurses were only 20 years of age they had to obey,
dren and worn-out co-workers found a holy cultural
but no one took their place. A few days before the war
sanctuary where they could recover and regain strength.
ended, Gisela took her final exam in an air raid shelter
It was here that a new nurses’ training could begin, a
and scored the highest marks. She was now 21 years
training for the so-called Camphill nurse. Dr König gave
old. She stayed until 1947 during the time the Americans
lectures and guidelines for this training. This included
divided the hospital with one section exclusively for the
astronomy: knowing where the stars stood at any time
American army.
of day and night, thus providing the human soul with
Much tragedy had befallen at home. Gisela’s brother
a macrocosmic sheath. Another study was the work
who had been drafted to the army in 1940 and had
with the lower senses: the sense of touch, life, movefought in the dreadful Russian battles in 1941 before bement and balance. The intense study of these brought
ing posted to North Africa, had now become a prisoner
about inner security and knowledge of being held in the
of war in Sicily and would only come home in 1946.
arms of God, the ground of the world, a microcosmic
Their home had been bombed, and Gisela’s parents had
sheath. Between these two sheaths the unfolding of a
moved to the country with Lisbeth in 1944. Her father’s
new nurses’ impulse grew. It was a two-year training that
private practice had been destroyed twice. The war took
enabled real nursing care to come about in the various
its toll. Gisela’s uncle Walther was also still in captivity
estates in Scotland. After the training these Camphill
which mattered to her.
nurses were much in demand in the many centres of
In 1947 Gisela went to a lecture by Herbert Hahn. The
the Camphill movement.
theme of the lecture was of Michael as the Time Spirit
This nursing impulse grew over the years, and we had
and the need to form groups of human beings who would
regular nurses retreats every second year. Most of them
serve him. This became the essential idea now working in
were led by one of our Camphill doctors. For several
her life and, unable to find like-minded people, she left
years these conferences took place in Berlin where Dr
the hospital and returned to her family. There she brought
and Mrs Steinke hosted us very generously.
lightness and movement. After two years, her mother
At the end of the training each nurse was given a
suggested that she should go out into the world and
small silver cross that had been designed by the artist
learn another language and get to know another country.
Hermann Gross. It was a cross that had a central space,
Gisela wrote to the homeopathic hospital in London,
where the pain and suffering of the other human being,
but they refused her because of her lack of English. Listhe brother or the sister in need, would find a haven and

G
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could be held. The verse by Rudolf
Steiner following was the heart
gesture that Gisela developed and
lived by.
So long as thou dost feel
the pain which I am spared,
The Christ unrecognised
is working in the world.
For weak is still the spirit,
which each is only able
to suffer through his own
body.
We thank you Gisela and are glad
that you can now be free from your
earthly body that had become so
frail. The Caspar Hauser impulse
was close to you: you died on the
day of his attack and you were buried on his death day. You will now
be close to all the many children
and adults that you nursed and
cared for and no doubt you will
continue your work with them and
hold the ring that the Christmas
Story speaks of.
Renate Sleigh,
Camphill Village West Coast,
South Africa

A short tribute to Gisela, a special friend

I

met Gisela in 1961 when she had newly embarked on
being a matron (in our time it would be a house coordinator) in Camphill House; and three years later we
continued our association in Murtle House. She was at
the helm of a household of 35 pupils with special needs
and 12 co-workers. No doubt Gisela remained a nurse in
her heart, but did not shrink away from taking an active
role in the guidance of pupils and co-workers alike as a
fully committed curative educator. She was an example
and a good teacher for all. The more physically disabled
children had high quality care and the carer received
detailed instructions. This had to be fulfilled down to
the smallest detail as Gisela would not have tolerated
anything but the best.
However, she had a very special relationship with the
so-called difficult maladjusted teenage girls (also some
boys at times) and could deal with them in a way no
other person could. Her appetite for adventure, be it in
daily life or weekends/bank holidays always caught the
attention of these teenagers and she stimulated their
imagination towards the positive, leading them away
from their less helpful ‘ideas’ of life. But Gisela was at
the same time a hard taskmaster and demanded also
from these girls the best they could master. Her devotion
to detail such as laying the table, cleaning the kitchen
floor, watering the plants, doing the washing up or even
taking a smaller child to the dining room had to be done
in the same way as she would have done it – she did not
tolerate any slack work. Having fun and adventures as
well as learning to appreciate beauty through the details
gave these deprived girls the necessary experience of
boundaries and at the same time self esteem.
Gisela shared her true feelings and did not hide her appreciation nor disappointment towards these youngsters
and there were no compromises in these. But Gisela gave
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them the unconditional love they
were craving and never withdrew
this, even after they had left the
environment of the schools.
Till the end of her life, Gisela
had contact with some of these
girls/ladies through letters, phone
calls and even visits.
My wish was to highlight her
possibility of making use of two
vital tools any curative educator
can acquire which makes a difference towards the child/adult with
special needs; and that is to have
devotion to detail and to show
unconditional love.
Marga Schnell,
Camphill Rudolf Steiner
Schools, Scotland
Marga Schnell writes: Robin came
to us in 1965/66 at the age of
five, a physically and mentally
handicapped child. He is now 47
and has become blind as well but
his parents are totally devoted to
1967
him and fully care for him. Robin’s
mother, Margret Crowther, wrote the following after hearing
about Gisela:

S

ad to hear of the death of Gisela who will never
be forgotten by us. Over the years we have had so
much love and support from her and she has passed on
so much wisdom. Robin and Gisela had such a special
connection, not only the shared birthday but the love of
music and especially the cello. It still is with us though
Robin seldom ‘plays’ these days. She will be equally
loved in her higher life.
Margret Crowther, Alicante, Spain

Six Circle Group

I

n the summer of 1976 Anke Weihs and Gisela Schlegel
accepted an invitation to visit Noranside Borstal, near
Forfar. The invitation was made through community
service volunteers. Noranside had undertaken various
tasks in the community under staff supervision and it
was thought that this could take a further step by sending lads to spend the last six weeks of their sentence
away from the institution, undertaking personal care of
others. The Governor with one of the trainees showed
them round the accommodation blocks, the vocational
training facilities, and the farm and garden; and they in
turn were told about Camphill. The outcome was that the
first placement was with Gisela who was housemother
of Murtle House at that time.
In 1978 Noranside was asked to undertake a task for
the National Trust at Inverewe Gardens in Wester Ross.
Accommodation was to be in the Royal Navy Boom
Defence Depot at Aultbea. It was decided that as well
as clearing a wood of old and very big rhododendron
bushes, we would use the accommodation to have a
joint camp with children from Murtle House.
The camp was a great success, and as a souvenir the
campers were given six interlaced large rings from which
the boom defence was made. These rings were later ar-

ranged so that each ring intersected the other five. This
led to the foundation of the Six Circle Group, whose
motto was ‘in meeting the needs of others, we meet the
needs in ourselves’.
Last year I received a Christmas card and letter from
Marga to which she had added a note telling of Gisela’s
health. I had already sent a card to Gisela so I wrote her
a letter. Unfortunately it did not arrive in time. I have
since asked that if there was any sort of gathering to
pay tribute to Gisela, and it was appropriate, perhaps it
could be included.
We are so sorry that you are not at all well. It is a
hard task to bear the pain and discomfort that the
long years bring. But you can balance this with the
infinite care, love and support you have gifted to
others on the journey, and you have given your life
to this purpose. As regards Catherine and myself,
we have the photograph of Princess Anne’s visit to
Polmont – as she was leaving you were the picture
of happiness. That was an occasion for celebration.
But I can also remember an interview with one of
the boys coming back from Murtle House to judge
what the experience had meant to him. He found it
difficult to explain and ended up by saying “It made
you feel good”. That was a recognition of duty. I do
not know how we got the motto for Six Circle that ‘in
meeting the needs of others, you meet the needs in
yourself’ but you were the epitome of that.
Gisela also had kept in touch with a Borstal lad who
spent some time in Murtle House though he had no
connection with Noranside, but I think he was also at
an Aultbea camp. That has been a helping friendship
for thirty years.
The Six Circle Group has a project in Perth and their
accommodation is in the old Governor’s house which is
outside the security of the main prison. It has been given
the name of Aultbea House. There are many people who
will walk through the door and have fond memories of
Aultbea. I personally shall remember who, when and
how it all started. Charles Hills, Edinburgh, Scotland

I

t was Gisela who welcomed me back at Dyce with her
blue car, when I was re-contacting Camphill. Since
then, whenever I was with Graham at Tigh A’Chomainn,
we saw each other at Heather Dee, later at Simeon.
Three giselatreasures I want to share. As seminarist at
St Andrews I liked taking pictures, by this adventuring
the budget. It was Gisela who called me back to reality; all these photos were returned on my first visit. The
other treasure was her question as matron of Camphill
House to Karl König on the economical system and the
to-be-elderly. His answer shall be mine alone. The third:
when guiding me around Camphill Estate, leaving the
Rose Garden, Gisela told me of her father, a doctor,
knowing what hitlertime did with the unwanted, but
silent as people were, to shelter the family – a decision
which we after 1945 should not judge, but do.
In 1958 I was in Switzerland, dreaming: being behind
Murtle Cottage, I suddenly felt a great heat. Going to
the corner of the cottage I saw Murtle House in flames.
Gisela answering me of Murtle House’s real fire. Gisela,
knowing of my economical way of life, telling her during
my last visit of my planning my life after retirement, was
a true spiritual help.
Stephan Linsenhoff, Sollen Tuna, Sweden

A

s a child in the care of the Edinburgh local authority,
I craved for my family, but was told by the staff at the
children’s home in which I was raised that my parents
were dead. Fifty years later I found that my mother was
in fact alive.
It was more than thirty years ago when I was pulled
out of the gutters in Edinburgh by a police officer, and
he took me to hospital. I was a drug addict. He told me
that if I continued to abuse my body with drugs, I would
be lucky to be alive the following year. At that time I had
just been released from a young offender’s institution.
It was the governor at the offenders institution who had
offered me a place to go on a camping trip with other
young offenders. I accepted the invitation. It was to be
a holiday with a difference.
When we arrived at the campsite in Aultbea just up
from Loch Ewe situated on the west side of Scotland,
we were met by a group of young people, all who had
different disabilities. We were asked to act as ‘key workers’, to help ensure that we all had a good experience.
It was a strange time, encountering a blind child wanting to go mountain climbing, or to have someone who
was severely disabled helping prepare our meals. These
children made me feel so welcome. We had joined up
with a group of school children from the Rudolf Steiner
Schools (C.R.S.S.) situated in Aberdeen. For the first
time in my life I was treated as being wanted, needed,
valued. It was the first time in my life that I felt that I
was a part of something that had a spiritual meaning
for me. I was to learn from that experience that I was
not the only one who had experienced a raw deal as
a child, there were others who carried far greater issues than I.
At the end of the holiday, which lasted for ten days, I
was asked if I would like to visit the Camphill Schools
in Aberdeen. I accepted the invitation.
About two weeks later I travelled up to visit. On my
arrival I was again met by a group of young people who
had attended the holiday and they were so pleased to
see me. Ian Kerr who was a Down’s Syndrome child got
hold of my hand and Robin Crowthers who could only
walk with physical support and could not talk got hold
of my other hand, and walked me around the Murtle
estate. In their own way, they introduced me to the other
children and co-workers.
It was Marga Schnell and Gisela Schlegel who had
invited me to visit Camphill. It was Gisela who explained
to me what the spiritual background to C.R.S.S. was all
about. I was witness to a community that had a soul.
At the end of that visit, I was invited to return and undertake the three year training in remedial education,
and I accepted the offer. For the next three years C.R.S.S.
became my home, my university. When I had finished my
training, I returned to Edinburgh and carried on with my
studies in Youth and Community Work. I then moved to
London where I became a team leader in an assessment
unit for young offenders for seven years. I then spent
years working in the drugs and alcohol field.
For the last twelve years I have worked as an unpaid
volunteer in the Somers Town Council housing estate in
Camden – one of the most deprived areas in London.
I’m trying to break down barriers between black and
white, rich and poor, trying to rekindle the spirit of
community living. My work has been recognised by
the British government, and talked about in the House
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of Commons. I was also presented with a medal, by the
powers that be.
Throughout the last thirty and more years I have always
remained in contact with Gisela. To me she was like an
older sister, she cared about me as a human being. She
was always there to give me and others advice when we
needed it. It was Marga who contacted me last week
to tell me that Gisela had passed away. I understand

that Gisela had a wonderful send-off, that many of her
friends gathered to celebrate her life. There was always
a powerful spiritual presence about her. She will always
be in my heart. I may not have been there in person,
however I was in spirit.
Alan Patterson
Chairperson Somers-Town ART
54 Charlton Street, London, NW1 1HS, England

Anna Engländer
4 August 1929 – 11 December 2008

A

nna Engländer was born in StuttLater she moved into the city and then,
with her beloved dog, Mungo, she
gart and was a pupil in the Steiner
school there, with Johannes Surkamp.
moved to Johnstone to be near woodland and walks. She conducted careful
After the Nazis began to persecute
studies into the effects of additives on
the family, Anna and her sister Brigitte
escaped from Germany, waiting with
food and water supplies, particularly
the effects of fluoride. She sought to
relatives in Zurich for six months before
being reunited with their parents. Once
fill others with her enthusiasm for the
study of anthroposophy and, especially,
reunited, the family travelled to Britain
and then on to America where they
for biodynamic gardening. Writing
was another interest for Anna and she
settled in New York City.
sought to imbue her writing with real
Anna was a multi-talented artist,
specialising in natural fibre weavings,
purpose and meaning.
pastel drawings and books for young
In the last weeks of her life, Anna
children. For several years in the 1960s,
could not tolerate food and was only
able to drink living water from a well
Anna ran a small progressive nursery
she had discovered in the village of
school in Greenwich Village, New York
and was later one of the first co-workers
Lochwinnoch. Although she was admitted to hospital, she declined all treatin what is now Beaver Run Camphill
Anna and her dog
Community.
ment. Anna gave a precious gift to all
Later, she came to Camphill Aberdeen and was bapwho met her in those last weeks. Despite her suffering
tised into The Christian Community, with Johannes acting
she remained determined not to lose her awareness and
so, hours before her death, she was able to tell us to “love
as a godparent. Later she worked in Ochil Tower School
in Auchterarder. Anna described working in Camphill as
one another”. She passed away peacefully just before four
“the most rewarding time in my life”. At her Memorial
o’ clock in the morning of Thursday 11th December.
With the reading of the Soul Calendar verses for the
Meeting, people who worked with Anna in Camphill
week she died and the week of her burial, Anna was
recalled how she had been especially concerned for the
pupils who were outsiders.
buried on 20th December in the Woodland Cemetery in
Lochwinnoch. She asked that biodynamic preparations
Living in community had particular difficulties for
be sprinkled on her grave to show her two deep conAnna, who needed to follow a careful diet and so she
left Camphill and settled near Glasgow. While living in
nections on this earth: to Rudolf Steiner and the natural
Drumchapel, Anna gave delightful puppet shows and
world. Her estate will go to help further research into
biodynamics.
she was involved with the anthroposophical study group
Anne Smith, Principal Teacher,
in Glasgow.
Paisley Grammar School, Paisley, Scotland

Sabine Bertsche
13 August 1925 – 30 November 2008

T

hree months after her 83rd birthday, our dear friend
Sabine departed from us on the first Sunday in Advent,
having lived and worked in Camphill Village Kimberton
Hills for the last thirty-three years of her life.
Sabine was born into a well-to-do family in what later
became East Germany, her father being the owner of a
highly respected soap and cosmetics factory. She was the
third daughter and as a child was always made aware of
the disappointment of her parents, who had hoped for
a son. (One did arrive a few years later and, strangely
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enough, died just one week before Sabine). Through
a combination of ill-health and the approaching war,
Sabine never received a professional training, whereas
the oldest sister became a doctor, and Rosemarie a priest
of the Christian Community.
The war years were traumatic as for countless millions
with loss of home, identity and purpose. She eventually
arrived in England as an au pair, then took up gardening
and later met Frank Bertsche, ten years her elder and also
from Germany. They married and settled in Oswego,

upstate New York, where their son John was born in
1955. A few years later Sabine developed tuberculosis
and a severe kidney infection, from which she almost
died. On Christmas Day, Frank and John visited her in
hospital and upon returning home, John remembers
falling asleep on the couch. When through some inexplicable good fortune a neighbour came into the house
next morning, Frank was found dead in the basement
as the result of a heart attack.
Now began years of trying to make ends meet as a
single mother, and here Sabine’s older sister Rosemarie
Bergmann played a most helpful role, since she was
by then well-established as a priest of the Christian
Community in Chicago. Finally, when John was twelve,
she suggested that Sabine consider moving to Camphill
Village in Copake, New York (founded in 1961), where
they would perhaps welcome a house-mother and
gardener in the rapidly expanding village community.
This did happen, and here she remained until 1975,
when through her special connection with Hubert
and Helen Zipperlen, she decided to join them in the
newly founded Camphill Village at Kimberton Hills,
Pennsylvania, just three years old at that time.
She immediately took on Linden, a small house community with four villagers, located adjacent to the spacious Lord and Burnham greenhouse. There she raised
house plants and flowers year round, being available
to customers 24/7, and often driving into Philadelphia
with her wares in order to raise money for the pioneering community.
Sabine’s finest hour was during the designing, construction and subsequent landscaping of Rose Hall (1977–
1980), and it was during this time that she and I became
life-long friends and close colleagues. For ten years she
was caretaker and guardian of the Hall, and at the same

time the estate manager of Kimberton Hill’s large and
challenging property. She was a perfectionist and often
had high pre-determined standards which she expected
from others. This led, at times, to bitter disappointment
and a critical attitude towards her colleagues, that only
gradually softened in her later years.
She lived alone in Gate House for the next ten years,
during which time she created a work of art in the surrounding garden. Then Sabine made the decision four
years ago to move into our newly completed Serena
Elder Care House, where she was able to have a little
apartment of her own. It wasn’t always easy to adapt
to living harmoniously with others. However, right up
until her last weeks she helped to create and maintain
the adjacent landscaping, kept the household accounts,
continued to be part-time in the office and carried out
innumerable errands and good deeds of which many
people were quite unaware.
During her final weeks she was wonderfully cared
for in her own apartment by Debra Falkenberg, her
son John, and a small group of close friends. Her
life-long connection with the Christian Community
was upheld and honoured by Markus Knausenberger,
our local priest from Devon, Pa. This was a time of
reconciliation, of shedding long entrenched attitudes,
and of learning to accept loving care from others. Her
funeral in Rose Hall was a solemn, festive event, the
room filled with people whose lives she had touched
in many hidden and often unexpected ways – including her son John, his wife Leslie and Sabine’s ten year
old grandson Devon.
We miss her very much, but are often reminded of
her by the beauty of the landscapes which she helped
to create.
Joan deRis Allen, Kimberton Hills, United States

Hildegard Sturm
3 July 1928 – 21 September 2008

M

y mother Hildegard left this earth in the morning
of the 21st September 2008 after a short period of
illness. She had outlived any doctor’s prognosis while
suffering a severe heart condition for many years. On
July 3, 2008, Hildegard celebrated her 80th birthday with
some of her large family.
A stay in a hotel at her favourite Bodental in Austria was
a fun-filled event full of her Camphill stories which she
told with vigour adding her dry northern German sense
of humour. She laughed so much that she needed time
to recover in between – well we all laughed!
Hildegard said often that “the most important thing
in life is the meeting from person to person”. She lived
by this and became a close and faithful friend to many
individuals. She was able throughout her life to help
friends and accompany them through difficult times in
their lives.
Hildegard came into this world during a thunderstorm
on the 3rd of July 1928 in Hamburg Schnelsen. She
showed little fear during her life and loved the crackle
of thunderstorms. In 1943, aged 15, she survived the
bombardment of Hamburg by the Allied forces. Between
July 24 and August 6, 40,000 people – mostly civilians
– died as parts of Hamburg were destroyed. Hildegard

in her fearless way was out helping where she could
whilst others went for shelter.
After finishing school she attended the Fröbel Seminar
where she took part in a training in child education. She
interrupted the training for one year and went with a
family to Tübingen where she helped with the education
of their children. As she continued she met a teacher at
the seminar who talked to her about anthroposophy and
Karl König. She completed her training in 1948.
For some years Hildegard worked at a children’s
home near Hamburg Trillup. She hitchhiked on her own
through Germany mostly with lorry drivers and knew
how to look after herself. In 1950 she was on her way
to Scotland to do the seminar in curative education with
Karl König. She lived in Heathcot, Camphill Estate and
Newton Dee. During her seminar she met many of her
lifelong friends and also Ferdinand Sturm whom she
later married.
1954 saw Hildegard and Ferdinand return to Hamburg,
where they stayed for a bit with Hildegard’s parents in
Schnelsen. Eventually they left together to join Hohenfried, an anthroposophical home near Bayrisch Gmein
(Bad Reichenhall) where they lived and worked for over
two years. During their holidays they had an eventful
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trip by bicycle across the Alps where
graded. She decided that it was time to
Hildegard’s bicycle caught fire on the
move on and visited Camphill Liebenfels
way down when the brakes overheated.
in Austria. A decision was made early
Reaching the Adriatic Sea she almost
1982 to move to Liebenfels in late sumdrowned; twice Ferdinand had to save
mer.
her during that trip.
On the 29th of May 1982 Bernard aged
After a still birth in 1956 Hildegard be28 met a tragic death coming home
came quite ill and returned to Hamburg.
from the remote fields where the first
Ferdinand followed a short time after.
hay of the season was being made,
While they were living with her parents
colliding on his motorbike with one of
Ferdinand built a wooden house in the
the community’s tractors in the entrance
garden where they could live as a famto the farm. Hildegard was one of the
ily. Four of the children were born whilst
first at the scene. With Bernard last
living in Hamburg: Christine in 1958,
talking to one of her sons in the fields
Eckehart 1959, Hilke 1961 and Tobias
then colliding with another of her sons
1964. Ferdinand worked on building
and Hildegard having a daughter close
sites as a joiner and Hildegard was busy
to the scene of the accident who was
looking after the children.
left with three small children, herself
In 1963 Karl König came to meet them
losing a soul-mate and close friend,
in Hamburg and asked them to help
this accident shook her (and the whole
build up the first Camphill Village (for
family) deeply.
adults) in Germany. They agreed and Five years ago, when Hildegard was 75
For the next years a lot of focus and
when the Lehenhof near the Bodensee was founded they
attention was given to Hilke and her small children by
moved there in October 1964 together with the families
her and the family. Hildegard left Brachenreuthe on 2
Schacht, Böhm, and Hanno Heckmann. Having worked
August 1982 and together with Veronika she settled at the
with children for most of her life, it was a change for
Wertsch in Camphill Liebenfels. Her difficult experiences
Hildegard to have a household with five special needs
in Brachenreuthe were soon forgotten and she managed
adults. With myself being born in 1965, she had now
to maintain a good friendship with the people there.
five children.
Hildegard blossomed in Liebenfels and became as
Hildegard developed a passion for the village impulse
active as ever, running a large house community with
and a deep connection to the biodynamic farming imfourteen villagers and becoming an integral part of the
pulse which stayed with her for the rest of her life.
community. With her phlegmatic temperament she
In 1967 Brachenreuthe was unexpectedly left withseemed the ideal balance to Hanna Follner’s more lively
out a farmer and Ferdinand was asked to help bridge
approach. From 1986 till 2002 she was the registered
the gap. This resulted in the whole family moving to
manager for the whole community.
Brachenreuthe; Ferdinand as a farmer and Hildegard
She experienced big changes in Liebenfels during her
as housemother. She soon found herself a strong cartime. Initially it was a pioneering young community
rier of the village impulse in Brachenreuthe. With the
with young co-workers and high ideals, a growing agriarrival of Hans and Susanne Müller-Wiedemann after
cultural impulse with two small farms belonging to the
Karl König’s death the school impulse grew very strong
community and a number of neighbours sympathetic
and polarities between school and village impulse
towards organic and biodynamic agriculture. Then it
developed.
became an established place with a number of physiVeronika, the sixth child, was born in 1970. The famcal locations and ever-growing human and economic
ily had moved from the small Tannenhaus to the larger
challenges. The farming impulse disappeared from the
Ulmenhaus where Hildegard was responsible for up
community and there was a struggle to prevent the
to eight villagers, her family and a child with physical
community from turning into an institution. Conflict
disabilities which she took in. Bernard Phillips came to
management and inter-human relationship challenges
Brachenreuthe as a young person and soon became a
on different levels became a major aspect of her life.
good friend of the family.
With the Iron Curtain disappearing, Hildegard felt
When Ferdinand left in 1972 and divorced Hildegard
strongly drawn to help emerging anthroposophical inisome years later this was a big blow to her and she
tiatives, especially those with Camphill interests in the
struggled with this for the rest of her life. Bernard who
eastern countries surrounding Austria. She became a
had intended to leave to go to America, decided to stay
faithful friend to a number of groups of people and was
and continue the farm at Brachenreuthe. Hildegard deable to see beyond the small problems of the moment,
veloped a deep friendship with him and became very
perceiving the future potential of these initiatives. Ceske
involved with the farm. In 1979 Bernard got married to
Kopisty in the Czech Republic was particularly close to
Hilke and Hildegard soon became a grandmother.
her heart for the last years.
As the school impulse grew Hildegard took a class as
As a Camphill pioneer and war child it was difficult
well as running the house. After a period of illness where
for her to experience the rigidness and red tape attitude
she had a major operation she was asked to let go of
towards new initiatives of some of her colleagues in the
some responsibilities so she moved house and became
region. Clashes of culture and lack of empathy between
an assistant in the running of Eschenhaus.
people of different stages of Camphill development were
The village impulse in Brachenreuthe came slowly to
overshadowing what she perceived as striving impulses
an end with villagers being distributed amongst school
and where she had established trusting friendships with
houses. Hildegard must have felt devastated and downpeople.
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Hildegard grew up during the Second World War, survived the firestorm in Hamburg and actively helped to
reduce human suffering. Through her upbringing and
subsequent trainings she had developed a great sense of
attention to detail in her daily life. Outer form played an
important part. In her later years she developed openness and tolerance towards new forms and changes in
Camphill life. Her focus became the individual, the
challenge was ‘the battle of the human soul’. Through
her human encounters and deep friendships she planted
seeds for the future and helped prepare people for the
challenges ahead. She left this earth in peace well prepared for the future.

The Knighthood of the 21st Century
In the ninth century, deep in the dark times of the
Middle Ages, there were knights riding through the
forests of Europe. They rode through forests that were
full of spilt blood and full of thirst for revenge. They
were Knights of the Grail. Their quest led inward, to
sources of light that could not be found in the darkness
without. They were Knights of the Word and their word
became light in the darkness.

From time to time other knights appeared in the forests.
They wore resplendent armour and brought uprightness, justice and nobility into a world in which violence,
revenge and treachery were rife. They were Arthurian
Knights, Knights of the Sword.
The knights of the 21st century will resemble neither
and both of these.
They should find their dark forests in the darkness
of soul that is clouding our time. They should ride
through dark souls as the Knights of the Grail rode
through dark forests.
They should carry an armour too, one as resplendent
as the armour of Arthurian Knights – but this armour
should be formed out of forces of soul that shine like
the sun of meaningful Word. Their word should be
truth. Their truthfulness is to find and reveal the true
Image of Man.
The truth of the Image of Man will heal the darkness
of souls.
Thereby direction, order and balance is to work into
the rising soul-dark of the 21st century.
Karl König

Martin Sturm, Clanabogan, Northern Ireland

Other friends who have died
Chris Livesey died in a car accident Saturday January
24. He was a co-worker in Philpotts Manor School. He
travelled together with a young co-worker from Pericles,
who got injured in the head-on collision. Chris was the
youngest son of Caz Iveson, who died ten years ago of
cancer and who had been a Camphill co-worker for
many years. Chris was 33 years old.
Edeline LeFevre
On Sunday January 25 (St Paul’s Day), Daniel Sunley
died. Daniel was a student for six years in Coleg
Elidyr and had left Coleg a year and half ago. He
was 27 years old and was diagnosed with leukaemia
before Christmas. Last week Daniel was taken ill
with pneumonia and spent his last days in hospital.
Daniel loved to do hard work and had made friends
with the foreman overseeing the building of our
new house. During the last months of his college
life, Daniel was allowed to help on the building site and he made many more friends there.
He will be sorely missed by many and we accompany
him in our thoughts and prayers going over the Rainbow Bridge.
Machteld Haugen
Dear friends, we would like you to know that David
Esam died at around 11.00 on Saturday 27 December
2008 in his room in Newton Dee, Aberdeen aged 66
years. David died unexpectedly though peacefully, with
three friends present.
David was the son of a farmer. He was born on 1 August
1942 in Southwell, Nottingham, and lived with his family
for the first 36 years of his life. He joined Newton Dee
as a villager in April 1978. David became a well liked
figure as soon as people grew to know him. He became
a respected and valued member of the farm team over
the years and a faithful member of the community. He
was a very observant man in many ways and so grateful.
He loved a good laugh!

David had an acute awareness of events in the community and was often the first with any news. In recent
years he decided that his farming days were over and
worked in the gardens and in the craft studio where
he discovered new skills. His sparkling eyes and warm
friendly smile will be greatly missed by many.
Alan Brown, Maya Crawford
We lost one of our most original companions through
an accident. Denis Rapin was working together with two
young people, a young volunteer and a young employee,
cutting a hedge of old cypress trees. The tip of the tree
fell and hit Denis, and he died whilst being transported
by helicopter to the hospital. The accident took place at
9.15 am on Monday the 19th January.
Denis was born on July 31, 1959. He arrived at Le Béal
on the 16th September 1981. It is a tremendous shock
to us all and Denis’s family and many friends are very
helpful in this painful process.
For the friends of Le Béal, Hubert Genz
In the early hours of February 19, Ruth Regina Borchard
passed away peacefully in the Camphill Farm Community, Hemel en Aarde Valley, Hermanus, South Africa.
Ruth was 88 years old and has been a member of the
Camphill Community for most of her life. She first met
Dr König when she was a deaf child in the Waldorf
School in Breslau. As a young adult, she then joined
Camphill communities in England and Scotland.
Eventually in 1981 she came to Camphill Hermanus
in South Africa where ever since she worked together
with Irma Roehling. Ruth also joined Irma for two years
in Camphill Botswana. Throughout her life, Ruth took
on all kinds of work, always depending on where and
what kind of help was needed. She was both practical
and also very artistic.
Yvonne Mego
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News from the Movement …and beyond
The knights return: a summer celebration – August 2008 in Botton Village
Anne Langeland, Kristoffertunet, Norway

W

ith the theme of Parsifal as a backcloth, Botton
Village invited former villagers and co-workers
to a summer celebration together with the inhabitants
of Botton. Some people came from the ‘world’, some
from other Camphill places; young and old both in age
and experience.
Every morning we heard and saw in eurythmy Karl
König’s words about the ‘knighthood of our time’. Then
we shared in our conversation groups parts of our life’s
history: how did destiny bring me to Botton? What are
the qualities I have which have helped me in life? What
are the qualities of Botton that have been important to
me? What is my task? How can I be healed? Together
with the questions to the individual were also woven
together questions concerning Botton. What is the task
of Botton? What does Botton need to change? What can
we do together?
The conversation groups were a random mixture of
people: villagers and ex-villagers, co-workers, summer
helpers, ex-co-workers and people from other Camphill
places. In common we had a connection to Botton,
present or past. Some lived and struggled and enjoyed
life at present in the community, others had left and
had golden memories of a time long ago, some had left
after a necessary time and were happy to struggle with
a more independent life, some were wondering if they
should make a step and move in.
The week we were together truly became a celebration of the individual and of the community. We were
touched by each other’s contributions and experiences,
and somehow we understood what was so important
about Botton in the past and in the future. We struggled
to speak and understand with, beyond and between
words.
In the summing up of the week, to me the most significant contributions were brought by many villagers:
“I love my work”. In this simple statement were hidden
insights of destiny: “I love my work because it tells me
who I am and why I am”. “The work is my task, it is my
difficulty, my healing, and it is the meaning and future
of Botton”.
The story of Parsifal accompanied us throughout the
week, in words and through artistic activities. Parsifal’s
quest, his meetings, his failures, his growing under-

standing and his final entry into the Grail Castle where
he is able to meet the suffering Amfortas with the right
question – all somehow wove into our own destinies
and into that of Botton. The simple but deep hidden
truth of “I love my work” seemed to become a leading
thought for the quest we as men and women of today
have to undertake. Could we maybe transform it into: I
love my destiny?
For some this work/destiny is an outer task which they
must undertake; and through that they are tested and
healed. For others the work is a conscious task to change
their soul-forces so that they may be able to see the suffering. Both kinds of work should find their expression
and be supported in our communities. This is the task
of Botton and of all Camphill communities. This is the
task of every individual.
Thank you to Botton for the invitation, for making
it possible to be together on this quest. Thank you for
calling ‘the knights’ home to this celebration. We need
to meet and to share in order to understand where we
are and to see in which direction we should turn our
next steps.
During the celebration some knights were even sent out
on difficult individual paths. Three people were taken to
hospital. Betty, who at the age of 84 had shown us a wonderful lightness and an effortless swirling during the barn
dance evening, fell down the stairs and broke her hip.
Two others also had to go to hospital for treatments. In
the same hospital struggling already for some time with
terminal cancer was Andrew Joiner, former staff child
of Botton and for many years in close connection with
Camphill communities through his water-system work.
The threshold was experienced as near. And the many
friends who are on the other side were both mentioned
and present. They follow with interest if we are able to
love our work and destiny.
Anne’s introduction to Camphill
was made through a nine-month stay
in Botton in 1972/73. Since then she has lived
with her family in Camphill in Norway: two and a
half decades in Vidaråsen and now in a small community in Trondheim, Kristoffertunet. Her main task has
been as a house co-ordinator and a festival preparer,
at the moment working also with administration.

The Portal of Initiation
The first Mystery Drama by Rudolf Steiner: an initiative of Botton Village Community
Marie-Reine Adams, Botton Village, England

T

his joint project began at Michaelmas 2008 when
Adrian Locher and Alexander Gifford came to Botton
Village to work with us on a new version of Rudolf Steiner’s first mystery drama. Botton Village had commissioned
Alexander to write the new version. (Kindly the Camphill
Foundation agreed to cover 50% of the fees.)
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Since then we have enjoyed several working weekends
which take the form of a village workshop on a theme
from the play on Friday evening, followed by weekend
work with the actors. The cast comprises co-workers and
residents from Botton and nearby Larchfield Community,
members of the Botton Waldorf School Community and

also from the local anthroposophical group. We are all
committed to bring to fruition a production of Alexander’s new version.
So far I think I can boldly say that as with most enlivening artistic work it involves a huge effort, lots of faith
and good will, and the reward is feeling nourished and
inspired and not drained!!
Apart from the work of our stage group we are also involving the skills of musicians, the eurythmy school and
costume and set-designers from within the community. A
mask maker, Heather from the Forest of Dean, has been
engaged to deal creatively with some characters with
special masks, and gradually a group will form to manage
the practical details as the performance dates approach.

The performances are planned for Saturday 21 March
and Sunday 22 March 2009 – both complete runs of
scenes 1–11. The play has a new prologue in two parts
with acting and then some eurythmy. Performances
will be in the Joan of Arc Hall in Botton and begin at
4pm, allowing for a supper break and continuing until
approx 9.15pm.
A lot of work has gone into the project which hopefully
will bring the ‘Portal of Initiation’ to new and old audiences. For this reason we feel obliged and delighted to
offer the chance to come to Botton to see for yourselves.
If you would like to come please contact Jane Abel or
Marie-Reine Adams at +44 (0)1287 660871 for details
of bookings. Please make your wishes known soon.

Two experiences of the Anthroposophic Health Care Course

L

ast year I completed the two-year seminar in Anthroposophic Health Care. I have to say that for me this
course was an incredibly fulfilling experience. I learned
practical care and therapeutic skills as well as having the
opportunity to study and learn about illness and development, health and well-being, treatments and therapies
from an anthroposophical viewpoint.
This was a new course, inspired by anthroposophic
nurses who wanted to re-enliven anthroposophic care in
this country. The course began in April 2006, meeting at
Cairnlee in Aberdeen and concluded in October 2008
with our retreat in Dornach.
Over the two years we had seven modules of four days
duration, visiting various Camphill centres. On completion, we have been presented with certificates which
are approved and recognised by the Anthroposophic
Nursing Association (ANA).
There were twenty participants on our course. Some,
but not all, were nurses now living or working in Camphill or other anthroposophic care settings, others were
people with an interest in learning about anthroposophic
health care. In addition to learning, I also made connections with a group of very nice people, who I otherwise
may not have been fortunate enough to have come into
contact with.
Each module included lectures, practical sessions, artistic activities, and sessions of personal sharing. We had
a Bible Evening together and an Upper Room meeting
together. For me personally I felt I really made a connection with Einreibung massage and the use of therapies
in promoting health and recovery. I developed a greater
interest in the medicinal plant world and would like to
learn more about oil dispersion and therapeutic baths.
I now have a folder full of interesting lecture notes and
a shelf full of new books of inspiration. I need to put
some time aside to study and deepen my knowledge of
these things. This was the end of the course, but for me
the course in itself represented the opening of doors. An
essence of the course for me was the gesture with which
we approach other human beings in order to care for
them and what lies behind this gesture.
Our retreat, last October, was an uplifting conclusion to
what had already been a very inspiring course. We visited
the Goetheanum, the Lukas Clinic, Ita Wegman Clinic,
and we had time to look around the town of Arlesheim.

I would like to express my many thanks to the course
organisers Joan, Judith, Eva, Kristin and Aslaug as well
as to the visiting contributors and lecturers for sharing
their knowledge and enthusiasm with us. There will
be a new course starting in April 2009 and I can only
recommend this as a very worthwhile course of study
for anyone who is interested in health care.
Carol Burnham, Botton Village, England

T

he Anthroposophical Health Care Course suited
our needs perfectly. As new house parents in a care
house at Camphill Village, U.S.A. when we began the
course, we were eager for training as well as deepening
our understanding of the anthroposophical foundations
that permeate our work. And indeed the course provided
the right balance between the practical application of
treatments of various sorts and the spiritual and philosophical attitude with which we approach all our work
and embrace all whom we seek to serve. We learned it
is not only what we do, no matter how skillfully, but also
how we approach every person that is paramount.
At the heart of the course was einreibungen, a form of
rhythmical massage for the application of therapeutic
oils. (‘Einreibung’ means ‘rubbing in’). By virtue of this
massage we experienced a remarkable unity between
the ‘giver’ and the ‘receiver’ so that those distinctions
in fact dissolved. The warmth of this experience was
health giving to both.
It must be said that the other members of the course,
not to mention our excellent tutors both resident and
adjunct, played a vital role in the richness of our experience. We were a remarkably international group,
coming from various aspects of health and therapeutic
care. We became a wonderfully warm community and
have developed an indelible devotion to one another as
well as to our strivings.
Though the course is now over for us, its impact and
enduring worth are only just beginning to be tapped.
We now rise to the challenge of bringing to bear all we
have learned and nourishing those seeds that have been
planted in all of us. In that sense the course has no ending but rather unfolds in a most organic way to manifest
in ways we cannot even imagine at the moment. For all
this we are immensely grateful.
Ted Todd and Ben Matlock, Copake, United States
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Launching the next Medical Section Mental Health Seminar
Melanie Taylor and James Dyson, Stourbridge, England

T

his year marks another significant moment in the
history of the Mental Health Seminar, which has
now been successfully running for just over 21 years.
Between 30 – 40 participants have been attending each
of its six cycles during this time, involving approximately
200 participants all together. A seventh cycle is now
being prepared, with an anticipated launch on October
7th –11th, 2009.
Originally, the seminar was inaugurated by the Camphill movement in response to the emerging needs of
communities, whose co-workers increasingly found
themselves needing to address mental health issues as
well as working with people with learning disabilities. In
fact, the impetus to create the seminar originally came
from Dr Thomas and Anke Weihs, although both these
pioneers had already crossed the threshold before the
seminar began.
In 1989, Drs. Lotte Sahlmann, Nick Blitz and Jean
Brown invited doctors and therapists working at Park
Attwood Clinic to create an initiative group to join
Valerie Sands and several other members of the Camphill
movement committed to furthering their experience in
this field of work. Together this new constellation agreed
to carry the seminar under the auspices of the Medical
Section of the School of Spiritual Science. The initiative
to establish Cherry Orchards as a mental health facility
arose in parallel to this development. The seminar has
evolved considerably since its early cycles. Tijno Voors
later joined the initiative, introducing biographical and
counselling insights originally first developed at the
Centre for Social Development. Subsequently research
methods derived from indications Rudolf Steiner gave
to the medical profession regarding the physiological
basis in the metabolic organs of some manifestations of
mental illness were included.
Last October 2008, at a specially arranged ‘forum’ of
invited former MHS participants at Botton Village, an
annual or bi-annual symposium was envisaged and three
research groups were inaugurated. The intended symposium would provide a space to re-meet collegially with
other members and bring research themes and results
together. An initiative group to manage and organise the
symposium event is being focussed by Jane Balls from
Botton Village. The research groups have arisen directly
from the initiative of former seminarists, independently
of the MHS Faculty. This was seen as a very positive
and encouraging step to accompany the launch of the
new Mental Health Seminar, placing it in a broader
context of ongoing and self-sustaining continuing professional development. This step is in keeping with the
broader vision of the task of the Sections of the School
of Spiritual Science, namely to provide a context for self
development and spiritual research in relation to areas
of professional responsibility.

Background to Seminar content
The human being is a microcosm of the cosmos, his or
her inner life being informed by the twelve senses as
portals to the outer world and environment. The senses
provide content from the environment. This is internal-
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ised and individualised by the activity of the seven life
processes that are embedded in the organs. The latter
convey the karmic sympathies and antipathies arising
from the metabolic organs towards this content, which
in turn lead to a colourful and sometimes chaotic life
of soul. Developmental imbalances manifesting either
through trauma or through organic disturbances may
become imprinted in the etheric body and can often
result in stress-related symptoms or even mental illness
later in life.
The need to address these experiences and the questions arising from them from a perspective that includes
an appreciation of karma and reincarnation is particularly relevant for today’s world. As forecast by Steiner,
epidemics of psychological unrest in the form of sleeplessness, anxiety, depression, eating disorders and some
so-called personality disorders have been increasing in
recent decades. These symptoms may be understood as
expressions of what Steiner termed ‘humanity’s unconscious crossing of the threshold’.
Since the final third of the last century, the experience
of the veil between sensory awareness and the spiritual
world has become thinner and sometimes even transparent. On the one hand western humanity is culturally
unprepared for these experiences as manifestations of
the spirit. On the other, when organic processes that
should remain unconscious invade the conscious life of
soul, mirror images of the spiritual world arise, which
may be projected into outer sensory experience, creating a confused, chaotic sea of delusory but compelling
impressions. This state often results in the inability to
connect to outer life functionally or coherently. When
the ‘I’ is not able to hold the balance, for example, when
the sentient body is disturbed through substance abuse or
is otherwise traumatised, psychic confusion arises. It is
this state that frequently engenders a medical diagnosis
of mental illness.
In confronting possible despair in the face of a sense
of powerlessness to evoke change, we are challenged to
engage in a committed and authentic appraisal of where
we stand personally, and how we contribute to creating
our own world. In renewing our loyalty to the image of
the spiritual in the human being as revealed through
anthroposophy, a unique orientation can be found for
addressing the current crises of understanding in the
biological, psychological and psychosocial spheres.
Applications for the seminar are currently being invited. The seminar is primarily intended as continuing
personal and professional development for those involved in health and social care. However, applications
from others with an active interest in these themes will
also be considered.
Please contact the Seminar Administrator, Karen Kamp,
Wester Lochloy Farmhouse, Lochloy Road, Nairn,
Scotland. IV12 5LE. Tel: +44 (0) 1667 459343 if you
would like to receive a brochure or have any questions.
Email: mentalhealthseminar@yahoo.com
The Seminar Faculty consists of Dr James Dyson,
Marah Evans, Dr Michael Evans, Christine Hebert,
Philip How, Karen Kamp and Melanie Taylor.

Plays for the festivals and news from the Archives.
Who is involved in staging Karl König‘s Plays?

A

t the Archives we are just preparing a new, commented and revised edition of Karl König‘s plays
and would be very interested to hear from anyone who
would have some input to give on this theme. One
particular task would be to check up with the original
texts, which were all written in German. Anke Weihs
had the task for the first publishing to make workable
translations, which she was very good at, rendering
them well in the English language and folk soul. Today
it would seem right to look over this process and maybe
to make adjustments for the new publication. If anyone
has experience with the plays and could help us in any
way we would be most grateful. Also if you have or
know of any items connected to the plays which should
be added, drawings, notes or comments by Karl König
about the plays, anecdotes or historical information,
we would love to hear about it! The German texts have
already been revised and checked, so the book is on the
way; please contact us soon!

By the time you are reading this
the first edition of the Karl König Archives Newsletter
will already be circulating! Do let us know immediately
if you have not seen it yet and we will do something
about it! We need your echo to be able to get everyone
involved in the way they would like to be. We welcome

your questions, criticisms, comments, contributions and
wishes (and of course your therapeutic experience will
help to balance this out with enough positivity and assure
you not to be ashamed of feeling the need to express
your interest!).
Of course it is a financial and organisational help to
be able to use modern technology, but we do not underestimate the significance of physical reality, so do let us
know if you need or prefer a paper version. Or perhaps
you can help us by printing the electronic version out
and handing it to people who may be interested. We are
still very much in the initial phase with the Newsletter
and would really appreciate your input and your assistance with distribution.
Thanks for your help and interest!
For the Trustees, Richard Steel

To contact us:
Richard Steel, Finckensteinallee 1, D-12205 Berlin,
Tel: +49-30-61741414, Fax -61741415
The Trustees: Karl König Archive, Camphill House,
Milltimber, Aberdeen AB13 OAN
r.steel@karl-koenig-archive.net or
aberdeen@karl-koenig-archive.net
Please visit us on the Web! www.karl-koenig-archive.net

Letters
A different viewpoint about Barack Obama
Dear Editors:
was somewhat concerned to see the front-page tribute
to Barack Obama in the last Camphill Correspondence
and I feel it needs countering.
Watching the inauguration of Barack Obama the other
day, I had to ask: has the whole world gone Obama-mad?
His inauguration speech was designed to impress, and
no one can deny that it would indeed be marvellous if
some of his (or his speech-writer’s?) thoughts would actually come about as enduring reality in the world. But are
these not merely empty clichés that have already been
repeated endlessly by him and other politicians?
Across the world, huge numbers of people are in
rapture about Mr Obama, feeling that he offers us new
hope, change and something better to believe in. It is,
of course, wonderful that people feel hope.
But is this the real source of our hope?
The other side is that there are also many commentators
who are very concerned about the hidden reality that
stands behind this hugely expensive, media-promoted
extravaganza. Is the whole thing, in fact, a massive
deception?
Surely, anyone who gets this far in American politics
has been promoted and funded by the same élite that
brought in the Bushes, promoted the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, supported Israel’s murderous regime,
lied to us about ‘catastrophic’ climate change, the ‘war
on terror’ and manufactured the latest depression, the
so-called ‘credit crunch’, all in order to keep us in fear
and debt.

I

Barack Obama is already a member of the secretive
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), which has been
called the real ruling establishment of the United States.
Most influential politicians, academics and media personalities are members. It uses its influence to promote
the ‘New World Order’, a one-world, non-democratic
government. It is therefore more than likely that Mr
Obama will continue the aims and promote the same
lies and fabricated threats that are now being promulgated by most western leaders in order to continue to
bring about the New World Order, via the corrupt UN,
the European Union, and so on – the same people and
organisations that have, since 1963, run Codex Alimentarius, a United Nations committee whose aim is to force
GM foods, compulsory feeding of antibiotics to farm
animals, food-irradiation and more pesticides on us and
at the same time is pushing to eliminate organic foods
and natural medicines. (I’m not making this up – please
check out Codex Alimentarius yourself.) This is a world
where control is the name of the game.
Of course, it may be that Barack Obama chooses to
deviate from the plans of his masters, but in which case
can he not expect the same end as befell Abraham Lincoln and John F. Kennedy?
Some see Barack Obama as the latest and most powerful tool yet to lull us to sleep with soothing words,
every one cleverly designed and crafted by the science
of neuro-linguistic programming (NLP), in order to make
people accept the biggest push yet to globalisation,
framed in the language of ‘harmonisation’, ‘working
together’ of Europe and America in our ‘fight’ against the
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three global threats of ‘terrorism’, ‘climate change’ and
‘economic instability’. These problems have been crafted
by the same minds that now offer us the solutions. (See
my article in a previous issue of Camphill Correspondence about the so-called ‘global warming’ threat.)
Obama’s election slogan, ‘change we can believe in’,
like so many of his soundbites, can mean whatever we
want it to mean. They know that everyone wants change
and everyone wants a leader they can believe in. Bill
Clinton’s campaign used the same tactics. Do we fall
for it every time?
And what sort of change can we really expect? Obama
has, for example, stated, “…all options are on the table
with regard to Iran.” I presume that includes pre-emptive attack and nuclear weapons. This sounds to me like
a seamless continuation of the policies of the previous
regimes.
Another example: after saying nothing in his inauguration speech about the recent mass-slaughter in Gaza he
delivered these words: “We will not apologize for our
way of life, nor will we waver in its defence, and for
those who seek to advance their aims by inducing terror and slaughtering innocents, we say to you now that
our spirit is stronger and cannot be broken; you cannot
outlast us, and we will defeat you.”
The words “inducing terror and slaughtering innocents”
will never, of course, refer to Israel’s actions in Gaza, nor
Britain’s and America’s atrocities in Iraq or Afghanistan.
I could, of course, be wrong about Obama and end
up looking foolish a year or two down the line. However, what I have learnt by looking deeper behind the
façade of the official version of political life moves me
to considerable scepticism towards the huge outpouring of emotional energy towards Obama. Will this be
hijacked by the power élites for their own ends or will
the new president find himself and act out of his true
self? Perhaps there is a case for giving positive thought
to the man. Whatever your viewpoint, thoughtful consideration coming from the heart is in order, rather than
unthinking gushing emotion based on the illusion that
everything is going to be peace and harmony.
In Vladimir Soloviev’s short story, The Antichrist, we are
brought to the crunch of the matter – do we give our total
allegiance to an apparently wise and powerful saviour
who promises to set the world to rights, in this case the
Antichrist, who comes in the guise of the Christ, or do
we choose the real Christ? In a time of false prophets, it
might be worthwhile to read this document again. (Freely
available online at http://www.goodcatholicbooks.org/
antichrist.html) The moral of the story is: all that glitters
is not gold. All I am saying is that we need to exercise
discernment.
Rudolf Steiner said that ‘awareness alone’ will help
us against the influence of the Ahrimanic beings, and
warned us that it is essential that mankind is not lulled
to sleep with regard to Ahriman’s present incarnation,
and thereby fall perfectly into his hands. (See the book,
Secret Brotherhoods and the Mystery of the Human
Double.)
Former U.S. president, Franklin D. Roosevelt once said,
“In politics, nothing happens by accident. If it happened,
you can bet it was planned that way.” That would include
the election of Obama as president.
It is our choice whether we surrender our sovereignty
to power-hungry globalisers, while sacrificing our
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rights and freedom for the promise of global security, or
whether we have the courage to wake up and face up
to what may well be a multi-faceted deception and see
it for what it is. More importantly, we need to recognise
ourselves as divine beings who constantly endeavour
to unite ourselves with the divine in the cosmos (some
may call it the etheric Christ), thereby entering on the
only path of redemption for mankind.
Richard Phethean, Beannachar, Scotland
Richard has been at Beannachar for 22 years,
and Camphill for 32 years. He is a pharmacist, is
interested in science and plays music;
and he runs the herb workshop.
Dear Richard,
aving read your letter via email about the ‘Obama
enthusiasm’ in the world, I feel the need to respond
to you. Living in America has its own peculiarities, which
have to do with this continent and the forces which live
here, in nature and in the people. I could say a lot more
about the experiences one can have here, again totally
different from other countries and continents.
But that is not the point.
If America has sent out bad vibes into the world, one
can ask: What has it done for the American people here?
I can only speak of what I experience here: A longing
and hoping for change! Of course this does not come
by itself, it does need ‘waking up’ in each one. Who can
say that people are not waking up? Is it not all a ‘work
in progress’?
What is one trying to save in this world…peace for
everyone. Mostly we still live with this enigmatic question about leadership: Who is the leader, where is he?
The people at large probably still do and rightly so. There
is no doubt that something positive has happened to the
American people with this inauguration. Believe it or
not, we have had for this occasion a TV dish installed
on the roof of Fountain Hall, organised by one of our
young American co-workers. At the appointed time, the
whole village packed into the hall to watch the event and
cheered enthusiastically…for the rest we hope.
We would not have dreamt eight years ago to do this.
I think we then had a feeling of ‘doom’ already. Idealism, hope and a longing for change are alive on this
continent and I am sure elsewhere too. Just imagine
what this means for the whole black population and
the possibility for a future President to be an American
Indian! Would that have something to do with ordering
karma or ‘making good’?
I think I understand your points, but I want to be willing to be positive and supportive and give this moment
a chance in my thinking.
We put the following quote by Barack Obama into
last week’s Village Echo. “Change will not come if we
wait for some other person or some other time. We are
the ones we’ve been waiting for. We are the change
that we seek.”
Let us hope that the light of our community impulse
will still shine brightly for a long time; for many, many
people to see it and to find their way to it – not forgetting
the many other impulses which also have their place in
this beleaguered world.
With best greetings,
Margrit Metraux, Copake, United States

H

Anthroposophic
Health Care Course
A second course starts in April 2009
with 9 modules
(each 4 days), finishing in 2012
Details from
Judith Jones,
Simeon Care for the Elderly
Cairnlee Road,
Aberdeen AB15 9BN
UK
e-mail: judithjones999@hotmail.co.uk

Confronting the Future
Templar Impulses in the
21st Century.
Sunday 16th August –
Saturday 22nd August 2009
Emerson College, Sussex, UK
This major conference will explore the esoteric
significance of the Knights Templar, and how
their spiritual impulse has continued – and
still continues – to evolve and work further.
We shall explore their history, their rites, their
cultural impulse and also the ways in which this
impulse is opposed or misrepresented.
There will be a profound array of lectures
and workshops – by Judith von Halle, Peter
Tradowsky, Jaap van der Haar, Christine
Gruwez, Sylvia Francke and others – illumining
the Templars from different esoteric angles; an
outing to local Templar sites; discussion groups;
artistic workshops and performances.
In this week long conference we shall
explore the spiritual/historical background
of the Templars, how their impulses have
reappeared and metamorphosed in later times,
and how these continue to be of pressing
relevance today in all spheres of life – from
spirituality and the arts to politics and the
world of banking.
There will be a strong artistic element to
the week – with singing, visual arts, a unique
musical performance of a new composition
by Gregers Brinch and a workshop (Adrian
Locher and Alexander Gifford) on the Templar
reincarnation drama within Rudolf Steiner’s
Mystery Plays.
This open conference is organized by the
Humanities Section of the School of Spiritual
Science. It is their 9th Historiography Conference.
There will be a separate trip to Argyll,
Scotland, before the conference, guided by
one of the speakers, Horst Biehl, to visit sites
holding recently researched evidence of
the order’s mysterious final years. (Numbers
limited so please apply early to Gil for costs
and information. This trip requires physical
stamina and good mobility.
Contributors: Judith von Halle, Peter Tradowsky,
Jaap van der Haar, Christine Gruwez, Adrian
Locher, Sylvia Francke, Richard Ramsbotham,
Gregers Brinch, Alexander Gifford, Alfred Kon,
Horst Biehl, Gil McHattie, Alex Naylor, Terry
Boardman and others.
Tuition: £280(£230 concs.), Accom: £96
Meals: £96 (Camping: £42, Lunches Only:
£45)
For booking please contact:
Emerson College, Forest Row
East Sussex, RH18 5JX, UK.
+44(0) 1342 822238
mail@emerson.org.uk
www.emerson.org.uk
For further details contact:
Gil McHattie
+44(0)1342 824817
email: gilmchattie@dsl.pipex.com
Books based on practical experience,
by Bob Woodward:
Spirit Communications, Athena Press.
ISBN 1-84401-9594
Spiritual Healing with Children with
Special Needs,
Jessica Kingsley. ISBN 978-1-84310-545-9
Spirit Healing,
Floris Books. ISBN 086315-444-1
These books can easily be ordered
through mainstream bookshops. Reviews
for Camphill Correspondence welcomed.

Living-way

Self Catering
Holiday House

The White House in
Killin

Rock Cottage, Whiteshill, Stroud, GL6 6JS
Email: uk-mail@Living-way.org
Web site: www.Living-way.org

path ways
Life Pathways — Working with Life Stories

Courses and Training for Professional and Personal Development
Aug 20 – 23 2009

Set within the beautiful Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National
Park, The White House is in an
ideal location to explore the natural beauty of Highland Perthshire,
Scotland.
Situated in a secluded setting
near the shores of Loch Tay, this
area offers outstanding opportunities for touring, walking, cycling,
bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation for up to 12 persons
sharing. tel: 01764 662416 for a
brochure and availability

Milton Keynes

Biographical Keys and Life Phases
St. Luke’s Medical Centre, Stroud, Gloucestershire
This course forms the Foundation for the Life Pathways Biography Work Training. It stands as a valuable single workshop for
personal exploration as well as for therapists, teachers, facilitators and others engaged in further professional development.
The course offers practical tools for a deeper understanding of
the physical, social and spiritual developmental stages in life.

The Heart as the Key to the Kingdom — October 2008 – June 2010
Weekend Courses for Personal and Professional Development

Exploring creative Life Processes and perspectives for change
Hosted by ‘The Glass House Project’ - Stourbridge, West Midlands
May 15 – 17 2009

Working with Change
Working with how to read deeper destiny questions
in life events

Oct 30 – Nov 1, 2009 Gateways in Life
Engaging with Trials and Thresholds
For further information please contact the facilitators:
Marah Evans: 01453-750 097 or Karl-Heinz Finke: (020) 3239 0539 (UK)

Camphill Milton Keynes Communities is an urban based community providing supported living
and other life-enhancing opportunities for over fifty adults with
learning disabilities. There are about ninety people in all living
in a life sharing environment and working together in a variety
of craft and land based work areas, including a café which is
open to the public, and a well resourced and used professional
standard theatre.
Our rich and varied cultural life is supported by marvellous
facilities and by many creative co-workers. The course of the year
is marked with the celebration of the Christian festivals which
are held in awareness of sharing events with like-minded people
in the multicultural city of Milton Keynes.
We are entering a new phase in the evolution of the community
and hope to expand and develop our provision by welcoming
applications from co-workers with a varied range of experience
to help sustain the Camphill identity at the same time as integrating further into the wider community. Professional and personal
learning opportunities are provided and terms and conditions
are negotiable.
All enquiries to: Tel +44 (0)1908 235000.
Email: molly.fitzgerald@camphill-miltonkeynes.co.uk

The Croft Community
The Croft Community is looking for a volunteer single person
willing to share responsibilities for the running of a household with
6 adults with a learning disability. The post includes participating
in our life sharing community set within a small market town just
north of the historic town of York, northeast England; and offers
a diversity of experience for anyone able to make a longer term
commitment. So if you are looking for new opportunities and
have an appetite for work, fun, creativity and further learning
then WE want to hear from YOU.
For further details contact:
Linda Parker, The Croft, Highfield Rd, Old Malton, England
YO17 7EY        Email: thecrofthouse@fsmail.net

The 50th anniversary
of Newton Dee Village

For our upcoming fiftieth anniversary celebrations in autumn of 2010, we would like
to produce a book with pictures and memories from those who have lived in Newton
Dee since 1960 or even earlier. To do this,
we would like you to send us your photos
with accompanying written memories so
that we can put together a fascinating lifehistory of our changing community. Or, if
possible, we could meet and look over what
you have and choose the best photos and
talk about your memories. Either way, you
can contact us at russellpooler@yahoo.
co.uk or care of Newton Dee Village, Bieldside, Aberdeen, AB159DX Scotland. Thank
you for your help and we look forward to
hearing from you.
Russell Pooler and Valerie Werthmann

Newly established intentional
life-sharing community

We need an energetic, enthusiastic, able
bodied co-worker to work in our newly
established intentional life sharing community. Currently, there is one resident
but as co-workers and caretakers increase
the residents will increase. Position starts
September 1, 2009 and requires a year
commitment.
We are located on a ranch approximately
2 hours from San Francisco California and
1 hour from Yosemite National Park in the
Sierra foothills (Sonora). We are 15 minutes
from the Sierra Waldorf School and 100
Camphill Craft Circle Conference
miles from the Rudolf Steiner College in
Foodcraft — From Land to Table Sacramento.
Workshops & Conference at Garvald Home Farm, Edinburgh
Duties will include house co-worker
responsibilities with residents and/or land
Wednesday 29th April – Sunday 3rd May 2009
Hands-on workshop activities, evening lectures, social evening work with residents. Co-workers will be
mentored and well supported in the role
with music and folk dancing, communal meals of organic
by the house parents.
& biodynamically grown ingredients
What’s included? Monthly stipend,
GUEST SPEAKERS: Wendy Cook: Cook, Lecturer and Writer on
room, board, health insurance and a great
Biodynamic Food & Nutrition
James Dyson M.D.: Anthroposphical Doctor, Lecturer and Writer experience.
Bernard Graves: Craftsman, Writer and Lecturer on Living &
Visa: J-1 Visa for a one year period.
Learning with Nature
Additional requirements: Clean criminal
record, good driving record (although
WORKSHOPS: Biodynamic Preparations & Sowing:Timothy Brink;
Daily Meal Preparation and Baking Breads: Wendy Cook; Skinning a
driving is not required it is strongly recDeer & Stone Pit Cooking, Clay Oven Building: Martin Hazell; Milk to
ommended), good command of English
butter, Soft Cheese and Yoghurt: Colum Beagan; Meal Preparation and language, and you must be enrolled in
Presentation; Lisa Grauenkjaer
a post-secondary program or have comAccommodation is not included in the course fee, but is available locally pleted a post-secondary program within
at ‘Broom Lea’ for £20/night– camping is also an option.
one year prior to coming to the US, prefer
Conference Fee: £150 (all meals included)
one year experience with developmentally
If interested please contact:
disabled children or adults.
Catherine Wilkinson, Pennine Camphill Community, Wood Lane,
Chapelthorpe, Wakefield, WEST YORKSHIRE, WF4 3JL UK
For more information contact:
01924-241302 or 01924 25281 or Email: catherine@pennine.ac.uk
MELakamp@yahoo.com

Self-Catering Holiday Apartments

Old Tuscan organic olive oil farm peacefully situated on
a hilltop with stunning views and all amenities close by,
offers comfortable accommodation, spectacular walks and
excellent local Tuscan and international food. Arcobaleno
is perched on a neighbouring hill to Cortona, a famous old
Etruscan town steeped in Italian history and well positioned
to offer day excursions by car to many places of interest; for
example, within ca. one hour you can reach: Florence, Siena,
Perugia, Assisi, Arezzo and within about two hours: Rome &
Pisa. Additionally, the famous wine growing areas of Chianti,
Montepulciano and Montalcino are all within an hours’ drive
of Arcobaleno.
Further details are on our homepage on the Internet:

www.arcobaleno.trattner.bplaced.net or email or call me
Lucas Weihs, San Pietro a Cegliolo
CS 59, 1-52044
PA Journal Colour ad.qxd 21/2/07
12:15 Cortona
Page 1AR Tuscany, Italy
email: arcobaleno@technet.it tel: + 39 0575 612777

jukola holidays
S i l e n c e
     snow experience
   finnish winter
   sauna
wooden
houses
Book your week!
70–100 Euro /apartment/day
Tel. + 358 40 574 85 15
jukolart@gmail.com
www.jukolart.com

The picture is a painting of Arcobaleno’s olive groves by Elizabeth Cochrane.

Integrating mainstream
and complementary
medicine with:

The

Park
Attwood
Clinic

Need a Holiday?

a committed team of
conventionally qualified
doctors and nurses
anthroposophic therapies
to address healthcare
holistically
natural medicines to
complement the use of
conventional drugs
individualised treatments
for day- and in-patients
The Park Attwood Clinic
Trimpley, Bewdley, Worcs DY12 1RE
Tel 01299 861444
www.parkattwood.org

Caring for you

holistically

Maybe just

A few days of peace and quiet?
A retreat for your co-workers?
A venue for a course or a seminar?

Asbjornsen and Moe House Seminar Centre in
Solborg Camphill Village can host up to 30 people
at any one time, full board and lodging or self
catering. As far as possible we serve ecological or
biodynamic food from our own gardens and farm.
Solborg Camphill Village can offer visits to the farm
and the workshops. We are located in beautiful natural
surroundings, with Oslo just an hour away.
Asbjornsen and Moe House Seminar Centre
Solborg, N-3520 Jevnaker, Norway
Tel:+47 32 13 30 58 — Fax:+47 32 13 20 20
seminarsenter@camphill.no
www.camphill.no

SPACE
TO BE!

Self catering cottage
on the borders of
Herefordshire and
Worcestershire. Buzzards,
butterflies, walks and
peace.
Sleeps 2 (or 4 with double
futon sofabed in lounge).
Details from:
Maggie Kingston on
44 (0)1885 410431

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
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